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In June and July, 1770, Lt. James Cook, the botanist

Joseph Banks and members of the crew of H. M. Bark
Endeavour had a number of encounters with the Abor:l.ginal

inhabitants of what is now far North Queensland, During an
enforced stay on the banks of the river they named the
Endeavour, while their ship was undergoing repairs after
running onto a reef, these Europeans recorded more than one
hundred words of the local language. Notable among these
was the name of a strange animal, which Cook describes in
his Diary: 'its progress is by successive leaps or hops,
of a great length, in an erect posture ... This animal is
called by the natives Kanguroo', Cook's English rendering
of the Guugu Yimidhirr word gangurru (a species of large
black or grey kangaroo) was one of the first contributions
to world culture from an Australian language.
The Endeavour River became the site, in the 1870s, for
the gold boom port of Cooktown, and the rapid invasion of
the territory soon decimated the numbers and destroyed the
traditional social order of the Guugu Yimidhirr speaking
people and their nei ghbours. Most of the living speakers
of the language - around six hundred of them - now reside
at Hopevale MiSsion, fifty kilometers north of Cooktown,
although individual speakers live as far away as Melbourne
and New Zealand,
1.1

Map 2:

Guugu Yimidhirr and Neighbours

LINGUISTIC TYPE

Guugu Yimidhirr is a wholly suffixing language, with
independent pronouns (and no bound prono minal forms),
relatively complex nominal and verbal morphology, and quite
free word order. Guugu Yimidhirr speakers remark that
their language, unlike English, can be spoken 'back to

1. 2 'fimidhin> and Imw:lhi - Inland and Coaoto.Z
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front': that is, it is possible to scramble words and still
produce a grammatical and intelligible utterance.
Guugu Yimidhirr has a typically Australian inventory of
phonemes, with five main points of articulation {including
lamino-dental and lami.no-alveopalatal) for stops and nasals,
although a sixth position - retroflex apical - may be di.s

tinguisbable in a few words. There is a single lateral Z, a
retroflex glide rhotic r� a flap or trilled rhotic rr, and
the semi-vowels w and y. Guugu Yimidhirr has a three vowel
system that distinguishes a, i, and u, with contrastive
length. Stress and vowel le ngth are related, with a long
syllable always stressed. All monosyllabic full words have
long vowels. Polysyllabic words ordinarl.ly have primary
stress on the first syllable and secondary stress on sub
sequent odd-numbered syllables.
Nouns and pronouns bear case endings, and the range of
cases and the subtlety of their meanl.ngs is impressive. Pro
nouns distinguish categories of number (singular, dual and
plural) and person (1st, 2nd, and 3rd normally for animate
things only); some speakers further distinguish between an
inclusive ('yo u and I') and an exclusive ('somebody else and
I') first person dual pronoun, Many conunon nouns frequently
cooccur with generic nouns that distinguish larger cate
gories such as 'edible vegetable', 'edible animal',
'tree', etc.
The six verbal paradigms may be arranged into five con
jugations, Again, the range and expressive power of verb
suffixes is striking: endings mark tense (past and non
past), aspect (repetitive, continuous, etc.), and a variety
of moods (contrafactual, desiderative, cautionary, pre
cautionary, negatl.ve, etc.)
By comparison with other Australian languages, the sys
tem of deictics is uncomplicated; roughly, only 'here' and
'there' ('this' and 'that') are distinguished. However, an
elaborate directional terminology, resembling the system of
cardinal points in English, characterizes Guugu Yimidhirr
talk about location, motion and orientation.
Personal pronouns follow a nominative/accusative pat
tern, whereas all other nominal expressions have ergative/
absolutive inflection, However, heavy use of adjoined pro
nouns and deictics in subordinate and coordinate construc
tions eliminates the need for elaborate syntactic devices
for fore-grounding noun phrases. Clauses with a common to
pic may be freely ;joined together, and subordination is
relatively limited. A verbal suffix, -dhi (cognate with
similar suffixes in languages spoke n further South), per
forms a variety of functions, transforming a transitive verb
stem into an intransitive, reflexive or reciprocal stem,
Unlike many Australian languages, Guugu Yimidhirr i.s
still a living language, undergoing fairly rapid and drastic
changes as a result of the particular conditions under which
it is learned and spoken. Perhaps as a consequence of
Mission life and history, the language shows marked varia
bility, and processes of lexical and syntacti.c regular:i.z
ation are evident among younger speakers.
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Or again:
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cuus"
G Yim
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Yimidhi:1.T

'wash (past)'

bat.gal-a 'wash: (imp.)'

1.3 Tel'Pitory and neighbours
G Nyiig

gw,bay 'wash (past)'
gunbal,a 'wash! (:I.mp.)'

It is impossible to establish whether Guugu Nyiiguudyi, and

o�ber nearby dialects, were lexical variants of Guugu

Y1midhirr or syntactically distinct in
Modern speakers appeal to dialect
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alternate pronunciation or a different
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deeper ways.
differences, often
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suffix is likely to

'I don't say it that way

but

that's how those Coastal people talk', There are, no�ethe
less, well-documented differences between the Coastal lan
guage, spoken when the old Mission at Cape Bedford was the
centre of Aboriginal life in the area, and the Inland dia
lect that now predominates in Hopevale speech. There are
w��l-known lexical pairs ( Inlll.nd waa1'i g an 'moon' is Coastal
g��dha) and pronominal differences (Inland 1st person plural
nominative nganhdhaan and Coastal ngana). Only older speak
e:s. feel the need to keep utterances 'pure', i.e. to avoid
mixing
Coastal and Inland words in the same stretch of
speech. Moreover, since the only written Guugu Yimidhirr
(mostl� hymns and Bible stori.es translated by the early mis
sionar1es) uses the Coastal dialect, many Coastal words and
expressions have become frozen in modern speech, or have
taken on � sp �cial religio1;1s flavour. (For example, the
word for sky in Inland dialect is wangunh, and dy ii1'i in
the �oastal dialect. But at Hopevale speakers render the
English word 'heaven' exclusively with dyiiri, the word
learned and used by the missionaries in the �arly days,)
Some speakers of the language claim an affinity with
both Coastal and Inland groups, sayi.ng that they are
yalgaarrgu 'separate, apart' - that is, neither Inland nor
Coastal; or that they have dhamal dy iganbi 'a foot in the
grass' - that is, though they live close to the sea they are
still connected to inland areas. Such people, whose tribal
land was mostly on the coast and adjacent areas around the
Starcke River, north of Cape Flatte�y, also pride themselves
on speaking the purest, or 'deepest' Guugu Yimidhirr. Some
of the most accomplished modern speakers lay ancestral claim
to this area, {Roth (1910:93) reports that the Cape Bedford
people spoke Guugu Yimidhirr 'in its full purity'. Else
where Roth (1898:1-3) describes a visit to the people livl.ng
along the Starcke River and mentions that although they
'speak kok?-Yimidir as at Cooktown, Cape Bedford, etc.' they
can communicate freely with people along the coast from Cape
Flattery northwards, people who speak a dialect he calls
'koko jom-bol' or 'koko yim-bol'.)
Although Hopevale
people recognize that different locales had different ways
of talking, the differences have now been blurred, and sep
arate dialect names are only known for a few areas.
1. 3 TERRITORY AND NEIGHBOURS
Before the European invasion of the area, Guugu
Yimidbirr speaking people seem to have inhabited a territory
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stretching from the Annan River and Cooktown north to the
mouth of the Jeannie River. From there the territory. exten
ded west to somewhere around the mouth of the Jack River,
and from there south to the area of the Normanby River
called Battle Camp. Guugu Yimidhirr speakers also laid
claim to several islands and areas o:r reef off the coast,
the best known being Lizard Island (d yiigurPu) which was a
favourite hunting and gathering spot for people from the
Point Lookout area. The tribal territory was divided into
thirty-two named regions. A single ma,jor family group
(tracing descent from fathers to sons) traditionally had con
trol over each such region, taking advantage of seasonal
hunting and gathering on favoured spots and enjoying the
protection of sacred places, both at lagoons or waterfalls
and in mountains or caves,
At the same time people used to maintain regular con
tacts with neighbouring groups, both in other Guugu
Yimidhirr-speaking locales, and also from farther away. It
was considered proper for a man to marry a woman who was not
simply in the proper kin relation but who also came from far
away; this meant that, say, an Inland speaker might marry
and bring back to his territory a woman from a distant
Coastal area, or even from another language area altogether.
Guugu Yimidbirr men are reported to have travelled routinely
as far north as Coen, in the early days, and within people's
memories there were regular contacts between families from
Battle Camp, the north side of the Mcivor River mouth and
the Flinders Island group.
South of the Annan River people spoke the closely re
lated Gugu Yalandji language. Based on modern wordlists
there is about 42% overlap between the vocabularies of the
two languages, Similarly there is a marked similarity be
tween Gugu Yalandji and Guugu Yimidhirr in basic syntax and
overt word form (even though the underlying morphological
analysis of words is often rather different). The various
intermediate dialects are largely amalgamated now into the
all-encompassing speech communit:les of Hopevale Mission
(where a standard Guugu Yimidhirr has emerged as the lingua
franca) and the Bloomfield River Mission, 80 kilometers
south of Cooktown, where people speak Gugu Yalandj:l (see
R. Hershberger 1964a-c, 1970).
Less is known of the languages spoken immediately to
the north and west of Guugu Yimidhirr. The Barrow Point
and Flinders Island languages (Sutton mimeo, n.d.) are phono
logically rather different from Guugu Yimidhirr and its
southerly neighbours, frequently dropping initial consonants
and displaying seemingly more complex vowel systems; the
same is true of languages to the west, called variously Gugu
Warra {Gyim wa�ra 'bad') and Lama-Lama by Hopevale people.
One basis for comparing these languages is the variety of
names to describe i.nhabitants of vari.ous regions (Sutton
1976, has collected a range of such names). For example,
people from the area around the source of the Jack River are
called in Guugu Yimidhirr bama muunhdhi-ingu (bama 'person';
muunhdhi territory name; -:ngu purposive suffix), In the
Flinders Island language this becomes aba U!!:/iiy i, in the
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Barrow point language ama u�!i yanu, and in 'Lama-Lama' mba
ndika-ram.
�People in the olden days are reputed to have been ac
complished polyglots, who travelled widely and who were able
to converse freely with members of other groups. Guugu
Yimidhirr people in the olden days do not· seem to have
travelled south of the Annan River, (Indeed, Roth (1910) re
ports that Guugu Yimidhirr speakers from areas to the north

had only 1n recent times begun to come as far as Cooktown.)
However, recent contact between the Lutheran sister Missions

at Hopevale and Bloomfield has led to considerable inter
marriage h?tween Guugu Yimidhirr and Gugu Yalandji speaking
peoples, with significant resultant bilingualism.

A number of individuals who have escaped the homogeniz
ing effects of mission life still have impressive linguistic
skills; some speak both Guugu Yimidhirr and Gugu Yalandji
fluently, and also maintain a knowledge of a mother-tongue
from elsewhere; in such an environment in which knowing more
than one language was the norm it is hard to guess at the
degree of mutual intelligibi.lity between neighbouring lan
g �ages, not to mention the amount of influence one language
might have had on another.
1.4

SOCIOLINGUISTIC NOTES

Clearly, in this region the language one spoke was
closely related to who one was: just as claims to land and
rights in its use came from one's father so too did one lay
legitimate claim to one's father's langu�ge. But one also
knew and could rightfully use one's mother's dialect or lan
guage, much as one had certain residual rights in a gamb u l
'stomach' (i.e., mother's-side) territory. At presentday
Hopevale many people, in fact, have some sort of claim over
langu �ge � they do not know, because a parent was brought to
the mission from another area; this leads to strange and
often poignant disclaimers of the form: 'Well, tbeSe people
call �hat X, but that's not my word' (even when one's own
word is unknown). (Terwiel-Powel, 1975, discusses the
Hopevale kinship system in historical context.)
Traditional behaviour involved a Guugu Yimidhirr speak
er 7n a num�r of special language practices, Many of a
man s relatives were 'taboo' for him and hence to be avoid
ed. Avoidance and respect had a special institutionalized
expressi.on in speech: a man could not speak at all to his
';K)the :-in-law, remaining silent in her presence and absent
ing himself when possible. With his father-in-law his
brothers-in-law and with certain other relatives � man was
obliged to speak in a specially slow, soft, and �espectful
tone of voice, and to substitute respectful equivalents for
many common words. For example a man wishing to ask his
brother-in-law 'Did you go?' co�ld not use the ordinary
Guugu Yimidhirr question:
( 1)

Nyundu

dhada-y?

2sg+NOM go-PAST
Did you go?
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Instead, he would have to substitute the more polite pronoun
yurra for nyundu (a device much like the use of plural pro
nouns as polite forms in European languages), and to use a
special respectful replacement bali-Z for the ordinary
dhad aa 'go', The resulting question would be
( 2)
Yurra bali?
2pl.+NOM go+PAST
Did you go [polite]?

Conve rsely, certain relatives (notably grandparents and
children) were permitted extreme license in their speech,
using especially vulgar words, and joking with each other in
the crudest terms. (These kin-related speech practices are
treated in more detail in Haviland 1979; forthcoming,)
While many ordinary Guugu Yimidbirr words could be used
in respectful speech if appropriately enunciated, most com
mon words had Brother-in-law language substitutes. And like
the Dyirbal 'mother-in-law vocabulary' (Dixon 1971), the
Guugu Yimidhirr respectful lexi.con often had a single word
equivalent for a number of ordinary language words. Thus,
while there are a number of words in everyday Guugu Yimidhirr
for different species of kangaroo and wallaby (but no super
ordinate term), in the Brother-in-law language there is a
single term, daarraalngan, which is substituted in polite
speech for any of the everyday terms. As a result, the cor
respondences between everyday and respectful vocabulary pro
vide evidence about the semantic domains of the lexicon. (In
the accompanying word list at tbe end of this grammar,
Brother-in-law language equivalents for common vocabulary
items are shown where known.)
Rather few people at Hopevale know words from the spe
cial respectful style; and the kinship practices that sup
ported respectful speech have lapsed. Similarly, knowledge
o:f other special genres is fading from the community. In
addition to traditi.onal songs to accompany dance, a special
sort of extemporaneous song, called ganhil, allowed people
to praise or abuse others with impunity. (The last gre�t
singer of such songs died in 1975.) Guugu Yimidbirr speak
ers, when hunting or conversing over distance, still employ
conventionalized gestures to supplement or replace speech.
Many of the same signs are in use that Roth (1908) reported
for Cape Bedford seventy years ago.
1.5

HOPEVALE MISSION

After gold was discovered on the Palmer River in 1872,
miners poured into the area, using the quickly established
port of Cooktown as their port of entry. From the start re
lations between Europeans and the Aboriginal owners of the
land were hostile, beginning with a pitched battle and sub
sequent massacre of Aborigines at the spot on the Palmer
route that came to be called Battle Camp. By the middle
1880s Cooktown was a thriving port and boom town, and
Aborigines bad been banned from the town after dark as a nui
sance. Aboriginal numbers were dwindling, and in the opin
ion of a Cooktown settler '(t)he belief that they are relics
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of humanity who must die out in a few years is beyond ques
tion' (McNickle 1897). In 1886, a Lutheran Missionary,
Johannes Flierl, delayed on his way to New Guinea, estab
lished a Mission on land recently gazetted as an Aboriginal
Reserve at Cape Bedford, on the barren north shore of the
Endeavour River (Lobe 1966). A young German missionary, G.
H. Schwarz, arri.ved the following year and became the spir

itual and earthly guardian of the Aborigines of the area

until World War II. What remained of the Cooktown tribes
and other Guugu Yimidhirr speaking groups to the North soon
settled on the Cape Bedford Reserve. Young people from
the area, and eventually from other parts of Queensland,
boarded at the Mission school, and older people continued
to roam around the Reserve, occasionally employed on sta
tions or in Cooktown.
After World War I, when the white population of the
area fell to a tiny fraction of the gold boom size, the
Mission called Hope Valley at Cape Bedford was an enclave
of Lutheran bard work and virtue, struggling to eke what
living H could from the poor land of the Reserve and :from
the industries of the sea. Because of World War II the en
tire population of Hopevale was :From 1942 until 1949 relo
cated at Woorabinda, inland from Rockhampton, some 600
mi.les to the south. After the war, the Lutherans reestab
lished the Hopevale mission at a spot about fifteen miles
inland from the original site, and most of those people who
had survived the stay in the south returned to a settlement
still admini.stered by mi.ssionaries, but subject to a more
all-encompassing control by the Queensland Government. To
day Hopevale is a community of around si� hundred, with
about two dozen European staff who operate� store, a bank
and post office, a State school, a kind of pastoral holding
operation, and a Lutheran church.
When Flierl and hl.s successors began mission work at
Cape Bedford, most of the people living in the area were
speakers of Coastal Guugu Yimidhirr; few people had sur
vived from the original Cape Bedford families, and rather
more were living around the Mclvor River. The first mis
sionaries learned Coastal speech, and their Bible and hymn
translations have preserved Coastal words. Later remnants
of other surrounding tribes, not all of them Guugu
Yimidhirr speaking people, found themselves transported to
the mission. A large group came to Cape Bedford after the
collapse of the Lutheran missions at Marie Yamba (near
Proserpine) and Bloomfield River; others - especially part
European children found in Aborigl.nal fri.nge camps and on
stations - were sent to Hope Valley from as far away as
Longreach to the South, or Coen and the tip of Cape York
Penninsula to the North. All these people learned nuugu
Yimidhirr as a kind of lingua franca, and even people from
areas where dialects close to Guugu Yimidhirr were spoken
abandoned their native tongues in favour of the mission
standard. (At the same time, Missionary Schwarz insisted
that only standard English be taught and spoken at the
Mission; even today Hopevale people regard with some dis
dain their brethren from other areas who speak the distinc
tly Aboriginal 'Cape York English'.)

1. 5 Hopevaie Mieeion
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1.6 PREVIOUS RESEARCH ON GUUGU YIMIDHIRR

The vocabularies collected by Lt. Cook and his crew
were the first written records of an Australian language see Cook (1955) and Banks (1962). Later visits by passing
navigators in the early 1800s seem not to have enlarged on
Cook, s wordlist. Missionary Flierl, and his successors
Schwarz and Poland began serious studies of the language in
the middle 1880s, and their efforts culminated in Roth's
'The Structure of the Koko Yimidir Language' (1901.a), as
well as several shorter grammatical sketches (Schwarz and
Poland, n.d.) and a lengthy dicti.onary �Roth 190lb)·,
Several later missionaries undertook bn.ef studies of. the
language, but none attained the profici: ncy Schwarz d1splay
ed in his Guugu Yimidhirr Order of Serv1rcee (1946). All of
this work suffered from a basic misunderstanding of the
sound system of the language (missing laminal sounds, for
example, and not distinguishing �ong from sh?rt vowels) and
from a heavy reliance on gra!fITTlat1cal categories derived from
the study of European languages.and decidedly inappropriat�
for an analysis of Guugu Yimidhirr.. (For examp�e, Schwarz s
translations consistently omit ergat1ve inflection on transitive subjects. See 3.2.1 and 3,2.2[b].)
,Jan de Zwaan ( 1969a, b) worked on the language .in
1966 without si.gnificantly improving on Roth 1901.a. De
Zwaan's work prompted speculation about the accuracy of
Cook's 1770 wordlist (Breen 1970, Haviland 1974). In ad
dition, in the 1960s several lingui.sts (Ken Hale, Gavan
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TABLE 2.2 - Guugu Yimidhirr vo� el.e

TABLE 2 .1 - Guugu Yimidhirr aonsonant:a
bilabial apico

apico

(retroflex)

stops

nasals

lateral
rhotics
semi-vowels

b

m

w

d

'

n

pp

"'vd
"

1

lamino- lamino- dorso
palatal velar

alveolar poatalveolar dental
dh

mh

dy

ny

'

y

Roth (1901-10)

cites a wealth of ethnographic and lingUistic observations
about the Cooktown and Cape Bedford people. Evans U969, 1972)
discusses Hopevale and its sister missions at Bloomfield and
M�rie Yamba: Terwiel-Powell (1975) describes Guugu
�imidhirr �inship. Loos (1976) puts early Hopevale history
into the wider context of Aboriginal/White relations in
North Queensland.
Finally, Lutheran historians have lavished considerable
a!t!nt�on on the church's achievements among the Guugu
Y1midhirr people; historical sketches based on church arch
ives are to be found in Thiele 1938, Lobe 1966, and Grope
and Roennfeldt 1977, The Hopevale people themselves are ac
tively engaged in trying to uncover the roots of their own
past, and hopefully more probing historical materials
will soon be available. (See Haviland and Haviland 1977 for
a glimpse of the Hopevale people's consciousness of thei.r
past lives.)

2, PHONOLOGY
2.1

PHONEMES AND THEIR REALIZATIONS

Short
High

ng

Breen, La Mont West) recorded fascinating interviews with
Guugu Yimidhirr speakers now deceased (these have been de
posited with the Australian Institute of Aboriginal Studies),
The author's work on Guugu Yimidhirr began in 1971.
Anthropologists and historians have also turned their
attentions to Hopevale and i.ts people.
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Guugu Yimidhirr sounds like a typical Australian lang
uage: its inventory of phonemes resembles that of many
languages of the continent. In this grammer the author
w:ites Guugu Yimidhirr words in a practical orthography de
signed for eventual wider use in the Hopevale community.
Table 2.1 shows the consonants of the language. (In this
orthography, by convention, ngg represents the cluster of
homorganic dorso-velar nasal and stop, and n.g represents
the cluster apico-alveolar nasal plus dorso-velar stop. The
cluster rnd represents homorganic apico-postalveolar (retro
flex) nasal and stop i.e., rn+nd). The phonetic realiza
tions o! these phonemes are as in most Australian languages
(see Ed1tors' Introduction). The rhotic rr is nearly always

Front

Ba.ck

Front

Back

a front flap, occasionally trilled intervocalically (espec
ially in the word warra 'bad' when spoken emphatically). The
rhotic r is heavily retroflexed word-finally, and before a
consonant, and tends to be a more neutral back glide inter
vocalically. Full contrast between the consonants of the
language occurs only in medial position, for only the stops,
nasals and semi-vowels can occur word-initially, whereas
only the lateral, the rhotics, the semi-vowels and n and nh
occur word-finally.
The status of the retroflex stop and nasal as distinct
phonemes is somewhat problematic, since the normal phono
tactic constraints of Guugu Yimidhirr (see below) would not
permit a medial cluster consisting of r plus nor d. In
some words, however, the retroflex stop and nasal seem to be
articulated as single sounds, in others as clusters of dis
tinct sounds. Moreover, there is at least one word, dudaa
'run', which, in the speech of older people seems to begin
with an apico-postalveolar retroflex stop, as if it were
written rdudaa (often, in fact, rdurdaa).
Guugu Yimidhirr has six contrasting vowels, the common
Australian three-vowel system with significant length.
Table 2.2 diagrams the vowels of the language. The practi
cal orthography conventionally represents long vowels as
doubled letters, although lengthening and shortening pro
cesses (see 2,3, 2.5[a]) suggest that length and not true
doubling is involved. The vowels i (also ii) and u (also
uu) are pronounced much like Spanish i and u, although short
u is frequently unrounded. The a also vari.es from a long
vowel (like Spanish a) to a short, very reduced shwa (as in
English but) in unstressed contexts.
A few minimal ( or near-minimal) pairs will demonstrate
important phonemic contrasts:
LAMINO-DENTAL

LAMINO:-PALATAL

wudyi 'strong, fast'
ww:lhi 'gave'
bunydya 'night owl'
buimhdha ' male turtle'
madyi 'rain'
madhi ' el'llbraced'
gaanyil 'wife's brother'
ga:n.hiZ 'song type'
yidyarr 'to get stuck'
yidharr 'to put'
(There are rather few full minimal pairs which show contrast
between the two lamina I series, and many speakers seem not
to be sensitive to the di:fference. Some speakers, however,
characterize the lamino-dental sounds as being spoken 'the
dry way', with the ].amino-palatals being 'a bit light',
Guugu Yalandji, spoken immediately to the south, does not
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have a contrast between these two lamina! series, even
though many' words are cognate.)
SHORT VOWEL

bu'la 'you two'
tn/.U 'fell down'
gw;daya 'might hit'
FLAP OR TRILLED t"J'
birra 'leaf'
marraZ. 'bottle'
APICAL RHOTIC r.t>
bu!'rul. 'top, SUltnllit'
FINAL l'!'

o/UnUW"l'

'place at head of

Mclvor River'

.LONG VOWEL

ln.ukt 'dry'
bulii 'will fall down'
gwuiaaya 'hits self'
RETROFLEX r
bira 'certainly'
mara'l, 'girl'
APICAL STOP d
budat 'to eat'
FINAL Z

wunuut 'leaning, oblique'

(Final P:zt is often very difficult to dj.stinguish from

fina1 Z, expecially following u. There is also a close re
lationship between d and rr; in rapid speech, an initial d
following a vowel-final word can be pronounced with a flap
or trill as in:
bungyu 'knee' + dagaadhi 'sat down' "'bunggu-Pra.ga.adhi 'knelt'.
Normally this orthography would write bunggu-dagaadhi� quot
ing the underlying form as it would appear in slow and care
ful speech, )
Guugu Yimidhirr speakers on the whole seem to find the
English letters b, d, g, etc. to be more natural represen
tations of the stops of the language than p� t, k, etc.,
although vol.cing l.s not in fact significant. Stops in the
language tend to be unvoiced and non-aspirated inl.tially,
and following short vowels, but voiced post-consonantlly
and following long vowels.
2.2

PHONOTACTICS

Most Guugu Yimidhl.rr roots are disyllabic, and virtual
ly all begin with consonants. (The known exceptions are two
particles: aa, which signifies agreement, and awuun which
glosses roughly as 'that's the one! that's right! that's the
way!'.) All stops and nasals and the two semi-vowels occur
in initial position; in a workl.ng dictionary of about 1700
roots the percentages of words, arranged by initial conson
ants, are as follows:
dh 9.2%
g 17.4%
dt/ 4 .6%
b 17.1%
ng 8.6%
nh 2.6%
m. 12.2%
d 7.:/fo
n 1.4%
-W 12.0%
y 6.9%
ny .!YI,
About 45% of these stems end in a vowel. The closed
roots end in a rhotic, the lateral, n, nh or y.
(A single
root is known to end in w, the exclamation gaw 'hey!'.}
The frequency of final consonants is as follows (percent
ages are based on consonant-final roots only.}

-y 9.0%
-n 19 .6%
-Z 30.0%
-nh 6.0%
-r 9.0%
-l"T 26.4%
The three vowels do not appear with equal frequency :in
the roots collected, with a being more frequent than u,
which is in turn more frequent than i. The percentages are
as follows:
SECOND SYLLABI.ES
HRST SYLLABLES
a
4<11,
a
45%
u
2%
u
i
22%
i
18%
Long and short vowels occur in both first and second syllab
las in disyllabic roots, in the following frequencies:
SECOND SYLLABLES
FIRST SYLLABLES
aa 21% (of second syll. a/aa)
aa 21% (of first syll. w'oo)
ii l!rl, (of second syll. i/ii)
ii 24% (of first syll. i/ii)
uu 20% (of second syll. w'�)
uu 22% (of first syll. w'�)
Long vowels in first syllables are inherent to roots, where
as varl.ous morphological processes affect length in second
syllables.
These percentages remain stable, for the most part, in
combination with different initial and final consonants, but
there are a few notable exceptions. While initial dh- seems
to be followed by the different vowels with the normal fre
quency, dy- is followed by i with unusual frequency (see
Dixon 1970):
dya- 10% (of dy-initial roots)
dha- 46% (of dh-initial roots)
dyu- 23%
dhu- 34%
dyi- 67%
dhi- 21$
(And note the frequencies with which the dl.fferent vowels
follow the laminal stops in medial position, in second syl
lables:
-dya- 32.6%
-dha- 47 .7%
-dyu- 14 .6%
-dhu- 21.9%
-dyi- 52 .8%
-dhi- 30.4%
Again, dy can be seen to be unusually frequent before i.)
By contrast, i seems relatively infrequent after g (occur
ring in only 4% of g-initial words), ng (5%), and n (which
is never followed by i in words so far encountered).
There is also slight statistical evidence for a weak
sort of vowel harmony, in that the second syllable of a dis
llabic word tends to share the same vowel as the first syl
lable more frequently than the overall second-syllable vowel
frequencies would predict. Thus, 56% of words with a in the
first syllable also have a :in the second (the total fre
quency would predict only 49%); 29% of words with i in the
first syllable have i in the second (rather than the expect
ed 22%); and 41% of words with u in the first syllable have
u in the second (rather more than the 29% of all roots which
have u in the second syllable),
So far we have described Guugu Yi.midhirr roots in terms
of the following structure:
C1V1(C2V2}ncc3) (where n)O}.

,,..
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There are, in fact, a few monosyllabic roots; except for a

few particles all of these have long vowels, and most are
closed with a final consonant, e.g. buurr 'nest', miil 'eye'.

The demonstratives and a few loan words from English are
open monosyllables: nhaa 'that, there'; yii 'this here'
(sometimes pronounced yiyi); dii 'tea',

C1 and C3 are single consonants, and V1 and V2 can be
either long or short. Summarizing structural possibilities
described so far, we find that:
-- C1 can be any stop, nasal or semi-vowel (b, d, (rd), dh,
dy, g; m, n, nh, ny, ng ; w _. y).
-- C3 can be the liquid, either rhotic, the lamina! semi
vowel, or n or nh (l; rr,, 1'; y; n, nh}.
-- C2 represents either a single medial consonant or a clus
ter of up to three consonants, defined by the following pos
sibilities:
Cz can be:
any consonant
IiJ
(ii] any homorganic nasal-stop cluster, i.e. mb,
nd, nhdh, nydy, ngg, or rnd (retroflex nasal
plus retroflex stop)
{j iil any l_)OSsible final consonant (i.e., possible
candidate for C3 above) followed by either a
bilabial or velar stop or nasal, or a bila
bial or velar homorganic nasal-stop cluster
i.e. l, T'l', r, y, n, or nh, followed by b, ;,
mb, g, ng, or ngg.
It seems in pr:inciple that any poss:ible final consonant
can also combine with laminal stops, nasals, or nasal-stop
clusters; but within roots actually encountered only the
following such clusters occur: ldh, ydy , y nydy , ynhdh, ndy
and ndh (the last cluster being, perhaps, somewhat unusual).
Moreover, the only case so far encountered of the lam:ino
dental nh combining with another consonant medially is nhg.
All other possibilities specified by these rules have been
encountered, except for yng - presumably an accidental gap,
Note that sonorant plus apical clusters do not occur
in the language (a feature Guugu Yimidhirr shares with most
other Australian languages, cf. Dixon 1977:35-36). The
sounds represented in this orthography as rd, rn, and rnd
occasionally seem to be articulated as clusters, but are
perhaps best considered as ap:ico-postalveolar retroflex
s!op, nasal, and homorganic nasal-plus-stop cluster respec
tively, to show this systematic phonotactic property.
The same possibilities governing medial clusters with
in roots obtain with consonant clusters across morpheme
boundaries. Interestingly, there are morphological pro
cesses - notably verbal reduplication - that should produce
clus�ers not in accord with the possibilities shown. Clus
ters of tor rr plus apical which would result from such
processes are, in the speech of older people, reduced so as
to conform to the rules. When l"l" combines with an apical
consonant it usually drops. For example, when an rr-final
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noun combines with an ergative suffixe -nda, ordinarily the
firial T'l" drops (although not in the speech of all Hopevale
residents), e.g.:
i.,mlunggurr 'thunder' + -nda "'wulunggu-nda.
More striking still, when ant is brought into contact with
an apical consonant or consonant cluster, the resulting form
undergoes a kind of 'retroflexization': a hypothetical clu
ster of the form l+d is realized as r, and a hypothetical
cluster of the form t+n(d} is realized as I'n(d), as in the
following reduplicated verbs:
batgal 'make'
balgaalgal (reduplicated form}
*gundaatndal(non-oeeurring predicted form)
g wu}al 'hU'
gundaarndal{actual reduplicated form)

*waadaal-dal (non-occurring predicted form)
waadaazoal (actual reduplicated form)
(In the speech of younger people a word like gundaarndal
'hitting' is frequently pronounced gundaandat without the
retroflex cluster.}
Similarly, note that non-nasal sonorants (y, w, l, rr,
and l"} do not occur as final elements in a medial cluster
within roots. Reduplicated forms of verbs with medial w
occasionally exhibit clusters which violate this rule:
waadal 'say'

yiwa:l:'l' 'look for'

baai.ial 'cook'

(rare)
(usual reduplicated fonn)

(rare)
(uaual reduplicated form)

Hopevale people who use these rare forms often correct them
selves, immediately substituting the more normal forms.
2•3

LENGTH AND STRESS

There is a close relationship between vowel length and
stress. In a word of two syllables, in which neither vowel
is long, stress ordinarily falls on the first syllable, e.g.:
nambal 'stone'. A word with more than two sy:.lables, again
without long vowels, has primary stress on the first syll
able, and secondary stress on all odd numbered syllables,
e.g.: marrbugGn 'cave', bfgibtgi 'pig', dUPrginbtgu
'Indian Head (place name)'.
Long vowels always bear stress. We have seen that all
monsyllabic fullW'.lrds have long vowPls; the only short
monosyllables are unstressed clitic part:l.cles:
wanndha:.nla)ga?
'How are you, then?'
'That's the one!' (Literally: 'thing that
dagu nhaa ba:
emphatic-particle')

Such particles seem never to be pronounced as independent
words (and are often not recognized as legitimate words at
all when pronounced in isolation).
Words with long first syllables and with short vowels
in the remaining syllables follow the same str�ss pattern as
words with no long vowels, e.g. gUUgu 'language',
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bdiizol'ablll'ra 'mangrove', dhai'ibangat 'to ask'. Long vowels in
second syllables, however, complicate the stress pattern.
When a disyllabic word has a short first vowel and a long
second vowel, the first syllable is unstressed and the sec

ond stressed:

magv{,z. 'branch'
gabii:rt' 'girl'
If both syllables are long, both receive equal (or near equ

al) stress:

· bUtll'l'aay 'water'

ng� 'what'

Long vowels are not found after the second syllable of

a word {except in certain compounds); however, the rhythm of

secondary stress set up in the first two syllables of a word
continues onto third and subsequent syllables produced by
suffixation. There are three patterns:
{il I f the first two syllables follow the pattern S(tressed)

U(nstressed), (i.e., if the second syllable is short), then
secondary stress falls on all odd-numbered syllables:
mtiiTbugltn-bi-gii 'still in the cave'
Myan-ng2v.,-gu 'just the houses'
rJJu'wbangat-ngal-a 'keep asking! '
[ii] If the first two syllables follow the pattern US (i.e.,
if the second syllable is long and the first short), then
secondary stress falls on all even-numbered syllables:
magiiz-ngay-� 'just branches'
dagaal'l'-g=--i.n '(was) growing'
{iii] If the first two syllables follow the pattern SS (Le.,
if both are long), then subsequent syllables begin again
with the pattern of secondary stress falling on odd-number
ed syllables:
bfifu.r.aay-b?-gu 'still in the water'
i�-rwciy-gu 'just white cockatoos'
mflr'l'.'tiZ--i.n-ga 'had spoken'
These stess rules apply most clearly to words pronounced in
isolation; phrase stress for special emphasis occasionally
alters these patterns (see section 3.2.4[a-b]).
Many in:flectional and derivational processes in the
language alter length in second syllables of disyllabic
roots. For example, nearly every noun suffix will cause the
second syllable of a disyllabic root that ends in any con
sonant except for n or nh (Le., l., z>z> ., l' or y) to become
long, if it is not already long;
na:mbal 'stone' +- nganh 'ablative' "'nambaatnganh
Some noun suffixes also cause vowel-final disyllabic roots
to lengthen:
yagu 'wood' +- -ngu 'purposive' ""yugiiungu
'fhere are also a number of suffixes that cause an already
long second syllable to become short:
bUUI'l'iiay 'water' +- -ay 'locative'"' bUUl'l'ayay
These shortening suffixes normally alternate with ordinary
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suffixes which can combine with all roots, whether or not
they have long second syllables; there are thus often alter
nate i.nflected forms with rather different patterns of
stress and length:
buul'ruay + -ay 'locat:l.ve'+-gu 'emphatic' ""buW"l'ayc!ygu 'still in
the water'
buU1"I'(l(ly +- -bi 'locative' + -gu 'emphatic' = buUl'?Wlyb?'gu
2.4 PHONOLOGICAL VARIATION
In the speech community at Hopevale and surrounding ar
eas, Guugu Yimidhirr speakers show a tremendous amount of
phonological variation. Many people have learned Guugu
Yimidhirr as a second language - albeit at very young ages and other Australian languages as well as English clearly
influence the ways they speak Guugu Yimidhirr. Some speak
ers do not distin guish systematically between the two lamin
al series (and there are few enough minimal pairs that such
a practice does not render their speech confusing, although
others accuse them of speaking with guugu dyiga 'soft words').
Others pronounce laminal sounds with very little palataliz
ation - people say that they talk 'hard' - so that 1aminals
are difficultto distinguish from apical sounds. Another im
portant sort of variation involves the vowel plus semi-vowel
combination ay. In unstressed position, in the speech of
older speakers, this combination is much reduced so as to
sound almost Like i. However, many younger speakers have
made the change complete, and treat morphemes with unstres
sed ay as i'f they had i.
older speakers: burrit,)(J.y [bu.r:l°W.iyl 'emu'
younger speakers: bu.r-.riwi
Thus, for example, the locative suffix -bay/-way is pronoun
ced most often as -bi/-wi (the first alternate follows con
sonant-final stems, the second vowel-final stems):
older speakers: nambaal-bay 'on the stone'
bubu-,,iay 'on the ground'
young:er speakers: nantiaaZ-bi; bubi-wi
Another sort of phonological peculi.arity, not connect
ed with social variation in the speech connnunity, charact
erizes dramatic or emphatic speech, used, for example, in
telling myths. First, nasals are prestopped:
gunday 'he hit it', emphatic: giinday
gami,.;/Jiiba 'many (lit. grandfather-father)', emphatic: gab rrd"'t'Jiiba
Second, in similar contexts, Z+stop c lusters tend to be ex
panded to full syllables with an unstressed a separating
the components:
galbay 'far', emphatic: galabay 'very far, indeed'
Drama tic speech also has exaggerated stress and elaborately
lengthened vowels.
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2,5

MORPHOPHONOLOnICAL PROCESSES
We have already seen two general morphophonological pro

cesses, which we here summarize along with two further pro
cesses.

{al Lengthening and shortening. A disyllabic stem of the
form

c1v 1c2v2 cc 3)

can combine with three types of suffix. An ordinary suffix
will cause Vz to be long unless C3 is null or a nasal (n or
nh), A 'lengthening' suffix (indicated in this grammar by
a preceding colon, e.g., -:ga) will cause Vz to be long even
if c3 is null, though not if it is a nasal. And a 'short
ening' suffix (indicated by a preceding dollar sign, e.g.,
-$ay) will combine with a disyllabic stem of the form
c 1v 1c

v

2

2v2c s

(i.e., with a long second syllable) to produce a shortened

second syllable i.n the resulting form

c1v 1c 2v2c3+suffix.
These three sorts of behaviour characterize all inflectional
and derivational suffixes in the language. Length on mono
syllables and on trisyllabic (or longer) stems is not affec
ted.
This lengthening/shortening behaviour allows us to dis
tinguish clearly between a stem-affix boundary (where leng
thening processes apply, under the proper syllabic condi
tions) and a word boundary (where no lengthening is engend
ered). Unstressed clitic particles do not engender length
ening; contrast the following sentences. The first shows
the noun stem nambaZ 'stone, money' plus a suffix; the sec
ond shows nambaZ followed by a clitic particle.
( 3)

(4)

Nyu'Lu nambaaZ-dhil'l'
3sg+NOM money-COM
He has money.

nambaZ
dyi
D agu
thing+AllS money-+AllS really
That's really money)

Similarly, compounding processes do not engender lengthen
ing. In the following sentence, the two words dindaZ •qui
ck' and badhibay 'bone' seem to act as a compound meaning
'fleet-footed'; but no lengthening is involved.
( 5)

Yanga W<.U'l'a
dinda'/,=badhibay
boy+AllS bad [=very) quick"'bone
The boy is very fleet of foor.

[bl RetPofZexi�ation.
Pedial clusters, o f the form Z plus
apical stop, nasal or cluster, produced by morphological
processes - notably in verb reduplication - change according
to the following rules:
(a) ld--P
(b) t.n-rn

(i.e., homorganic retroflex nasal + stop
cluster)
Rule (a) is observed by all speakers of the langua�e; many
younger speakers simply reduce an underlying t.nd to nd (see
rule (c)), and even more frequently a predicted r-n (rule (b))
is simply pronounced as n. A few speakers, especially in
slow and over-careful speech, will even pronounce a cluster
of the form Znd as written:
mangal 'hand' + -nda (ergative)
folder speakers)
(c)

Znd--rnd

(younger speakers)
(some younger
speakers)

! cl Aeaimilation of final Zaminal nasal'... Words ending in
nh exhibit some special properties which we can exemplify
with the word dhawuunh 'friend'. The collective plural suf
fix -garr combined with dhawuunh yields the word dhawuuy
nggarP. Here two processes are at work: (i) the semi-vowel
y is introduced before a stem-final nh which is in turn fol
lowed by a consonant initial suffix:
dhalJuunh + -ngu (purposive) � dhawuuynh-ngu 'for a friend'
dhCMUunh + -bi (dative) = �bi 'to a friend'
And (ii), for most speakers, the cluster nh + g assimilates
to ngg. Some speakers, however, pronounce words with such
clusters without assimilation, and this is, in any case, the
only case of assimilation encountered so far in Guugu
Yimidhirr.
[ di Di>opping ruZea. Two further rules account for the be
haviour of certain clusters produced by various morpholog
ical processes. First, no geminate consonants occur; any
cluster C1C1 of identical consonants reduces to c 1 (see sec
tion 3.4.2.). Second, a cluster of the form i y , l.n word
final position or before a consonant, reduces to i (see sec
tion 3.4.3(b).).

3, MORPHOLOGY
3.1

PARTS OF SPEECH

One can distinguish the followi.ng word categ-ories in
Guugu Yimidhirr:
NominaZ:
Noun
Adjective
Interrogative/Indefinite pronoun
PepaonaZ Pronoun

Loca'biona'/, and time
VePb
Adverb

PartieZe

r..lOl'd8

E'xeZamation
Deia'bio
The word classes grouped together as Nominal expressions oc
cur with case inflection, but each class has slightly dif
ferent possibi.lities, occurring with different cases and
with distinct forms. Nouns and adjectives behave in mor-
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phologically identical ways and must be distinguished on se

mantic grounds:

TABLE 3.1 -Guugu :t-imidhirr Cases
(see te$t for explanation of special symbols)

nouns, crudely, denote ob;jects and adject

ives properties of objects. Deictics and numerals are smal�
closed classes with peculiar inflectional properties; simil
arly, interrogative/indefinite pronouns take most of the
same cases as other nominal expressions, but the case forms

set of case endings, but they offer a somewhat wider range
of morphological possibilities as well; among the locational
qualifiers are the Cardinal Point expressions.
Verba take a variety of verbal inflections. One subset
of verbs only occur in 'reflexive' form, whereas another
large class ( corresponding roughly to the set of Intransit
ive verbs) does not allow reflexive forms at all. Adverbs
comprise a small set of words that modify verbs.
Partial.ea and ezcZ.amations are non-inflected words fall�
ing into two classes. Unstressed clitic particles always at
tach to independent words. Others act as independent ·words,
with full word stress, and limited possibilities for deriv
ation (see sections 3.2.6 and 4.8}. Particles mark a wide
range of meaning: negation, certainty, uncertainty, pos
sibility, readiness, and so on.
3.2

MORPHOLOGY OF NOUNS AND ADJECTIVES

A noun or an adjective consists of a stem (which may
include various derivational affixes) and a case ending
(which for the absolutive case is zero). Within an entire
noun phrase (NP) each element may carry case inflection, or
the case suffix may go only onto the last element, preceding
contiguous parts of the same NP bearing no case inflection
at all (see sections 3.2.3(bJ and 4,1.1 below).
3.2.1 CASES. The cases fan into several natural, partial
ly overlapping, categories. First are the syntactic cases,
which mark the central and often obligatory syntactic func
tions in a clause. Following the conventions set out in the
Introduction to this Handbook, we represent the transitive
suhject function as A (for actor), the intransitive subject
function as S (for subject), and the transitive ob,ject func
tion as 0. The syntactic cases are, then:
ABS(olutive) (S and O functions): ERG(ative) (A function)
Second, there are cases that mark various optional functions
within the clause, including:
DAT(ive): marking beneficiary, 'indirect object',
possessor, etc. - this is the most neutral
ob-lique case.
PURP( osive): marking something or someone for whom
something is done; or out of fear of which something
is avoided.

--

SYNTACTIC CASES

are distinct.
Personal pro nouns behave in a fundamentally different
way from Nominai expressions with regard to syntactic cases;
the total set, again, is small, closed,andbighlystructured.
Locational. and time expressions also occur with a sub

ABS
ERG

_,

-nda/ -:nh; -$inh
-$ill -:l

-'

I -"{J"'Ula; -ga:JT)

INST
DAT
PURl'

CAU

GOAL

{same as

ERG)

-bi/-wi; -$i

_,

"•

-$inh

-:ngu

LOC/ALL

(same aa DAT)

ABL

{same as

�

g

-$a

_,,,a,ih
-:ga
ABES

ADES

SuP

-:nh

CAU)

_,

-: ga
-:gal

ESS !VE CASES

CAU(sal): something that causes the action or state de
picted by the verb of the clause; or the material
from which something is made,
INST(rumental): marks the instrument by which an action
is done.
Thi.rd, there is a set of locational cases that indicate pos
ition at, motion to or from or along a place or an object:
LOC(ative)/ALL(ative): position at or motion to a place.
ABL(ative}: motion from a place; time after some event.
SUP(erjacent): position or motion on top of, above, or
along something.
Finally, there are 'essive' cases that, among other things,
indicate position or motion with respect to animate beings,
presence in people's awareness:
ADES(sive} or Presence: in or into the presence or aw
areness of an animate being.
ABES(sive) or Origin: leaving the presence of, or the
place of origin.
Table 3.1 shows these various cases, along with their alter
nate realizations, and indicates Which cases fall together
with identical inflections.
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Ergative and instrumental have identical case form& but

ergative always marks a noun in A function;

instrumental

inflection can, by contrast, mark constituents of clauses
which cannot have A nouns: intransitive, and reflexive
clauses in particular.

Dative and locative/allative are also

largely identical morphologically, with the most common suf
fix being -bi/-wi. The suffix is used more widely thaneith�
er case label might suggest, to mark almost any sort of ob
ject or person peripheral to the action or state denoted by
the verb. (The possessor of a noun in absolutive case is
also marked with a suffix which is morphologically identical
to dative inflection. See section 3.2.3[b],)
Causal and ablative also fall together, and the best
grounds for di stinguishing between them are semantic: abla
tive marks motion away from a location (or, by extension,
time after an event); causal indicates a cause ( 'I got sick
from/because of the cold'), a material ( 'a wommera (made)
from bloodwood'), or a source/benefactor ('I married a woman
from (Le., the daughter of) my uncle'). See 4.1.4[b] and
3.2.2[d] below.
One further case, shown as GOAL on Table 3.1, is of
limited productivity. Although the case ending, -:ga, is
identical to that used with Abessive case, GOAL seems to be
the remnant of a once productive case with almost the oppos
ite meaning, combining the functions of a dative, a purpos
ive, and an allative. Most modern speakers do not use the
case freely, although it survives in certain frozen expres
sions, For example, the normal way to ask 'Where are you
going?' combines the interrogative stem wanhdhaai- (which
occurs in locative case as wanhdhaa 'where') with the C.OAL
suffix -:ga.: wa.nhdha.a.t- ga 'where to?'. See 3.2.2[fJ and
4.1.4[g) below.

3.2.2 CASE FORMS. We may recall that all suffixes in Guugu
Yimidhirr fall into three types, accord'ing to their behavi ow
with respect to lengthening in second syllables of disyll
abic stems. Since only stem-final second syllables are af
fected, suffixes will behave in slightly different ways when·
attached to monosyllabic, disyllabic, or longer stems. To
recapitulate, a colon, :, before a suffix indicates that it
causes lengthening, except on stems endinr in n or nh. A
dollar sign , $, before a suffix indicates that it causes a
long second syllable in a disyllabic stem to shorten; gen
erally speaking such a suffix can only be used with a disyl
labic stem if the second syllable is both long and closed
(i.e., consonant-final). Such shortening suffixes thus have
somewhat more limited possibilities of occurrence than the
other suffixes, Finally, the absence of a special symbol
before a suffix indicates that it engenders lengthening only
on disyllabic stems which end in a consonant other than n or
nh. Table 3,1 employs one further notational convention,
Some case forms are sensitive to the presence or absence of
a final consonant on the stem to which they attach. By con
vention, a slash separates such alternate forms, the first
allomorph for consonant-final stems, and the second for
vowel-final stems. {For example, the most common DAT suffix
is -bi/-wi where -bi attaches to consonant final stems, and
-wi to vowel-final stems.)
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Abeolut-ive: the suffix is zero. A noun or ad,iective
[al
in S or O function displays the bare stem, with no suffix.

[bl
Ergative: marks the transitive subject (A) function,
usua lly with animate nouns and adjectives modifying them.
The morphological possibilities are identical for the
Instrumental case, which in turn normally marks an inanimate
noun denoting a tool or instrument used in the action o:f the
verb, There are several different forms:

(a) -n gun. Virtually any noun or adjective can com
bine with -ngun i.n Ergative or Instrumental case, and this
is the preferred suffix for monsyllabic nouns.
miil-ngun 'with the eye(s)'
miil 'eye'
The same suffix can occur with either vowel or consonant
final polysyllabic stems as well.
waariga.n-ngun
waarigan 'moon'
biiba-ngun
biiba 'father'
gabiiIT-71-gWI
gabiiIT 'girl'
This seems also to be the preferred ergative suffix for
stems that end in a long vowel or in nh:
gw1a.a. dog
gwlaa-ngun
dyii:rra.aynh-ngun (cf. 2.5(3))
dyiinaanh 'old man'
(b) -nda, -$inh/-:nh. This alternative set of erg
ative suffixes shows some of the phonological considerations
that bear on the choice of a particular suffix. A vowel
final stem uses the lengthening suffix - :nh. With consonant
final stems there are two possibilities: any consonant
final stem can use the suffix -nda; but a disyllabic con
sonant-final stem with a long second syllable can also take
the shortening suffix -$inh instead. {By rules mentioned in
2.5, we can predict that a stem with final n will lose it in
combination with -nda. Similarly, a final rr before -nda is
also lost, and a final Z before -nda prompts a change to
-rnda. However, many speakers allow the clusters rrnda and
Znda in these ergative forms,)
mangaa.r-nda�mangaal-nda
mangal 'hand'
gabiil"l" 'girl'
gabii-nda-gabiiIT-ruJ.a:-gabil"l"-inh
waariga.n 'moon'
t.Jaal'iga.-nda
gam:iay-nda.
gama:y 'clay'
yugu 'wood'
yugu-unh
ba.du.uz, 'hook•
ba.duz,-inh (-baduur-nda.J
muuni 'stickiness'
muuni-inh
mulir-inh (-muliir-nda)
muliir 'tooth'
Of these three suffi_xes, only -:nh does not occur on
words of more than two syllables. This means that stems of three
or more syllables that end in a vowel cannot use any o:f these
ergative suffixes, and must instead use the suffix -ng un de
scribed in {a) above,
ba.lin.ga-ngun
ba.Un.ga. ' porcupine'
Because lengthening and shortening only take place in stem
final second syllables, with trisyllabic stems -nda causes
t

I
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no lengthening, and -$inh neither requires a long final syl

lable nor engenders shortening.
i,n(lunggurr 'lightning, flame' 1,JUl,utiggu-nda'"'1JMlunggurr-nda
wuZunggurr-inh
(c) -$il/-:Z. A few stems require these special erga
tive suffixes, the first attaching to long closed second
syllables, and the second attaching to short vowel-final

second syllables. The only nominals so far encountered
that form ergatives with -:Z are:
bama 'person•
bama-aZ
bidha ' siaall '
bidha-aZ. (also: bidha-anh)
wa.rrga 'large'
-wal'1'£Ta-al
wa.rra 'bad •
""""'-t
mayi 'food'
rrr1yi-il (11tOre frequently: mayingun)

Similarly, disyllables with long final syllables in n or y
form ergatives with -$il. {and not with -$inh):

buurruay 'water'
ngaabaay 'head'
nubuun 'one'

buuz,r,ay-iZ
ngaabay-il.
nubun-it (but some older speakers
say: nubun-inh}
dii,;aan 'scrub turkey'
diwan-il (but also: diwaan-ngun)
daan.gaay 'wind'
daan.gay-U
This suffix -$ii also occurs with y-final trisyllables:
badhibay 'bone'
badhibay-ii
. • An alternative ergative form exists for a few
(d)
words, most of which appear to denote animate beings - usual
ly people - and which, with one exceptj.on, end in a short
vowel. For such words, an ergative may be formed simply by
lengthening the final vowel:
babi 'grandmother'
babi-i
ngaanhdu 'woman'
yarrga 'boy'

ngaanhdhu-u
yarrga-a

This ergative form is often employed with English loan words
rendered into Guugu Yimidhirr with short final vowels. For
example, the English word 'Pastor' becomes, roughly, baaada,
with ergative baaada-a. It has not been determined how pro
ductive this pattern is for ergative forms of vowel-final
stems. The ergative suffix -: is known with only one con
sonant-final word, found on a recording of Guugu Yimidhirr
made by Kenneth Hale in the early 1960s:
ngaadha.an> ("'ERG)
ngaadharz, 'dog, dingo'
(e) Miscellaneous ergative forms. Occasionally,espec
ially on long multisyllabic nominal expressions, speakers
combine the -ngun and -nda suffixes to form a composite suf
fix -ng unda. The collective plural suffix -gaz>1', which ordin
arily requires further suffixation in any but the absolutive
case, seems to have ergative force in the word 9udaga1'r:
( 6) Guda-9a:JT
Ya:l'l'IJa dyinda-y.
dog-PL(+EB.G) boy+ABS bit-PAST
The dog bit the boy.

Following the ordinary plural suffix -ngay (see 3.2.3(a) be
low), ergative is normally realized by -nda which combines
with the plural suffix to form -nganda.
(f) Variation in ergative suffixes: It is clear that
for many words there are often three or more possible erga
tive forms, and the different forms usually seem to be int
erchangeable. Some speakers discern a slight difference in
meaning between the -ngun form, which seems to be the un
marked alternative, and the -nda, -$inh/-:nh forms which
sugge st a certain immediacy:
(1)
Gabi1'1'-inh/gabii!'1'-nda nganhi gimda-y
girl-ERG
lsg+ACC hit-PAST
The girl hit me [just now, recently - and I still have the mark
to show it].

(8)

(i!abii1'l'-ngun nganhi gunday.

gi-rl-ERG
lsg+ACC hit-PAST
The girl hit me [some time ago, - neutral sense].

These speakers also reject sentences which mix the -ngun and
-nda etc. suffixes on two different noun phrases (e.g., act
or and instrument) in the same sentence, or, indeed, the
same connected di.scourse. However, most Guugu Yimidhirr
speakers violate this rule with regularity in conversation
or narrative, so this may be a subtlety rradually fading
from the language.
[cl
Dative indicates the beneficiary o:F some action, or
the 'indirect object' or recipient (in clauses with verbs
like 'give', 'bring', etc.); characteristically, of course,
a beneficiary will be animate. Locative/Allative, by con
trast, mark rest at or motion towards a location, typically
an inanimate thing or a place. (Motion to or rest in the
presence of an animate being is marked, in Guugu Yimidhirr,
by the Addessi ve case.) Nearly all nominal stems use the
suffix -bi/-wi (for many older speakers, -ba y/-way} for
Dative and for Locative/Allative cases.
miil-bi 'in the eye'
mi.ii 'eye'
bayan-bi 'in the house, st the house'
bayan 'house'
biiba-1.Ji 'to/for- the father-'
biiba 'father-'
gabii1T-bi 'to/for the girl'
gabiirr 'girl'
Related to these suffixes is the shortening suffix -$i {for
older speakers, -$ay) which seems to be an alternative to
-bi on all stems with long final second syllables. For ex
ample:
buw;,z,ay-ay 'i.n the water'
buw<ruay 'water'
gaanhaai 'older sister' gaarihal-ay 'to/for the older sister'
In rapid speech, the suffix -wi (or -way) is often somewhat
reduced, as in the following two cases:
gambagamba 'old woman ' gallibagamba-m-gambagamba-y 'to/for the
old woman'

bi-rri-1.Ji-biZ'l'i-i 'to/at/in the river'
bi-rri 'river'
There are a few special possibilities for locative/
allative forms that do not seem to have dative meanings as
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well, First, the shortening suffix -$inh has locative/alla
tive meaning with a few roots, including;
yia.,aaZ. 'beach'
yUl;)al,-inh 'on/to the beach'
dyuugar-inh 'in/ to the sand'
dyuugaar 'sand'
This suffix occurs in a few place names, apparently only
with nouns denoting natural features of places. A few other
nouns, especially place names, have a locative/allative form
with -: , a suffix which, of course, wi.11 have no phonologi
cal effect on a word whose second syllable is already long.
nanggUYI' 'camp'
nangguurr 'at/ to camp'
gan.gaa:IT 'Cooktown (literally, quartz)'
(9) Ngayu dhada-a
gan.g=
lsgt-NOM go-NONPAST Cooktown+ALL
I '11 go to Cooktown.
With English place names, whether they contain long second
syllables or not, there is frequently no overt sign of the
locative or allative - as if a place name is unambiguously
a Z.ocation.
( 10) Ngayu dhada-a B1'i8bane
lsg+NOM go-NONPAST
I'll go to Brisbane.
With the word dhaZ.un 'sea, ocean' a regular locative i.s for
med with -bi; there is also a special .form with - : ( even
though lengthening suffixes do not ordinarily affect n
final stems).
(11} N�u db.adaa dhaZ.un-bi.
I' 11 go to the ocean (Le., to the coast, from. inland)
( 12) Ngayu dhadaa dhaZ.uun.
I' 11 go out to see (i,e., onto the ocean) • (See part [ i] of the
present section,)
[dl AbZ.ative and Causal are marked by the suffix -nganh
with all types of stem. Ablative indicates motion away
from a place or thing, or denotes the time after some ev
ent, Causal expresses cause, the source of something given
or transferred, or the material from which. somethi.ng is
made.
An independent particle, nguwai, also conveys much the
same temporal meaning as the ablative, in combination with
a noun that denotes an event or a moment in time. NguwaZ.
can either follow the noun (which itself is unsuffixed),
or precede the noun, which i.tself then receives the suffix
-:ga.
(13) Mayi-ngaynh-gu ngayu dhada.-a.
food-ABL-gu
lsg+l!IOM go-NONPAST
I'll go after dinner.
(14) M",J,yi ngwaaZ.-gu ngayu dhada-a.
food after-gu
I'll go after dinner.
(15) Ng=Z. mayi-iga. nga.yu dhada-a..
after food-?
I'll go after dinner,
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(In sentences like (14) nguwat cannot be considered a suf
fix as it cannot engender lengthening on the noun it follows,
even when the noun ends in a consonant other than n or nh.
see 3.2.6 below. )
[el Pur<posive. denotes a goal, a beneficia:y, a purpose, or
a person in vario us way related to the act1-on of a.verb.
Purposive also marks the semantic objects ?f certa1-n adjec
tival predicates (see 4.1.6 [h]. The sufflx is -:ngu for all
types of stem.
mayi 'food t
mayi-ingu
bayan 'house'
bayan-ngu
miil..-ngu
rrri,il, 'eye'
badhibay 'bone'
badhibay-ngu
With two nouns a purposiv e suffix -$a has also been encoun
tered:
buWTay-a (also: buurruay-ngu)
buurraay 'water'
daan.gay-a
daan.gaay 'wind'
!fl 'Goal', The case for which we have adopted this label
appears to be an archaic purposive or dative case, formed
with the suffix -:ga. In a few expressions, and seemingly
with only a few nouns and adjectives, this case seems to
combine the functions of purposive, dative and perhaps loc
;tiv�/allative. These contexts are very limited in modern
speech, although Roth (1901a) appears to sugge�t that this
constellation of meani.ngs was formerly product1.vely associ
ated with the -:ga suffix. (This may also be the case ap
pearing in sentence (15) above.)
( 16) Ngayu miil..-ga dhada-a
lsg+NOM eye-GOAL go-NONPAST
I' 11 go for [ my ] eyes [ to have them exrunined).
(17) Nyundu i,xmhdhaaZ.-ga?
2sg+NOM where-{',OAL
To where [ are] you [ going]?
( 18) Gad-ii riamba.aZ-ga
come-IMP stone-GOAL
come for [ i.e., to get] the money (literally, the stone].
(19) Ngayu gadiil-ga. binaaZ.-muZ.
lsg+NOM na.ne -GOAL know-PRIV
I don• t know [his ] name.
(20) Ba:rrgaat>-ga �iu-naa
ga ?
lll(luth-GOAL exist-NONPAST familiar clitic particle
Does [anything] exist for the mouth? (I.e., is there anything to
eat, drink, or smoke?)
[gJ Abeasive. A homonymous suffix -:ga also denotes motion
away from a person, origin with a previou� possessor, or
place oi ori.gin in genera�; this case, wh1.?h we call Abes
sive, is productive. It is much like the 1-nverse of the
Dative.
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( 21) Ngayu

Paaata-aga gada-y

lsg.+NOM Pasto:r-AIIES come-PAST

I came from [being with] the Pastor.
(22) .Ya.rraman ngayu
biiba-aga ma-ni.

horse+AllS lsg+NOM father-ABES take"*PAST

I got the horse from [ my J father.
( 23) .Yii
Y14f!U
yatmba-aga
this+ABS tree+AIIS sandhill-ABES
This is a tree of the sandhill [i.e., of the tyPe that grows on
the sandhill].

Notice that although the GOAL and ABESsive cases use an id
entical suffix -:ga, their meanings are in some sense exact
opposites, and speakers of Guugu Yimidhirr sometimes express
puzzlement over the GOAL usage which is regarded as contrary
to the productive Abessive sense of the suffix,
[hJ

Abesaive, marked by the suffix -:gal., denotes a per

son in or into whose presence an action takes place, or
moves, or to whom speech is directed.
ngamu 'mother'
ngamu-ugaZ.
dyiiraal-gal
dy iiro.7,. 'wife'
bidha-gurr 'children'
bidha-gurr-gat
( 24) Biwuul-ga'l
g=.M, yi'I'Pg-ii !
mother-in-law-ADES NOT talk-IMP
Don't speak with your mother-in-law;

The abessive also marks the actor in accidental actions
(see 4.lA[d l and 4.3.2).
[iJ What we have called the Superjacent case employs a
variety of suffixes to indicate that something is happening
on top of, on the surface of, or immediately adjacent to
and above the noun indicated. The few attested examples
involve body-part words, particularly mugu 'back'. The suf-<
fixes involved are -:nh and, in one case, -: , often fol
lowed by the emphatic postinflectional suffix -:gu (see
3.2.4[bJ}.
(25) NgatJu

ngamu.-ugal nhi.n.gaalngga-y bi'lu-u(y }nh-gu

lsg+NOM mother-ADES sit+REDUP-PAST hip-SUP·gu
I was sitting with my mother on/by [her) hip. (The speaker is re
calling how his mother used to tell him stories when he was a
child.)

(26) Maandi

baru-u(y)nh-gu God-gal

bring+PAST lap-SUP-gu
God-ADES
[They J brought (bind to the lap of ('.od.

(27) Ngagu-u

maand-ii !

shoulder-SUP take-IMP
Carry [him] on [your] shoulder!

(28) Bayan mugu-unh wunaarna.

house back-SUP exist+REDUP+NONPAST.
[It] is lying on top of the house.
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one especially interesting example of what is apparently
this same case, additionally involves the reduplication of
the inflected noun, presumably to emphasize the expanse and
extent of the area involved. The root is yalmba 'sandhill'.
( 29) Nyulu
yal.mba-a
yal,,i,a-a
dhada-y.
Jsg+NOM sandhill-SUP sandhill-SUP go-PAST
He went by way of the sandhills [and there were a lot of them}.

3.2.3 NOMINAL DERIVATIONAL MORPHOLOGY. A number of suffix
es produce from noun or adjective roots new derived nominal
stems which themselves require case inflection. Here we de
scribe the four most important derivational processes.
[al Plural. Most nouns and adjecttves have an unmarked
plural with the derivational suffix -ngay; the plural stem
itself receives case inflection appropri.ate to the role of
the plural noun in a clause. (See Text, lines 30, 37, 70
and 71.)
ngaanhdhu 'woman'
badhUUl' 'zamia nut'
A collective plural, suffix -garr, which we have already met
with guda-garr (from gudaa 'dog') in 3.2.2[b(e)) and (6)
above, occurs with kin terms to show that several people
stand in the same relation to a single other:
gaa:J'ga 'younger
gaa:J"ga-ga:!'1' 'younger brothers (of a single
brother'

person) '

dyiiral 'wife'
dyiiraal-ga:tT 'wives (of one man)'
{ 30) Bula
dyiiraal-ga:!'1' gaga buU
3du+NOM wife-PL+A.BS
sick fa.ll+PAST
lHis] two wives fell sick.

A few nouns and adjectives form a plural by re,'.uplication,
although neither the form nor the meaning of reduplicated
nominal forms seems to be regular. Consider the following
complications. The word gabiirr 'girl' has two plural forms;
gabiirr=gabiirr and gabiirrngay.
(31) Nhangu
gabiirr-gabii1'?' ganggaal- ga:!'1' wa.!'l'f!a-aygu wu-nay
3sg+GEN+ABS girlKREDUP+AES child-PL+ABS msny-gu
exist-l'AST
He had many daughters. (Literally: 'his girls children very many
existed'.)

But sometimes a reduplicated form has a singular meaning.
For example, the word gamba 'old woman' is ordinarily used
together with a name, as in Gamba Mary 'Old lady Mary'. The
reduplicated form acts as an independent singular noun,
gambagamba 'old woman'. An explicitly plural form requires
both reduplication and a plural suffix: gambagamba-ngay
'old women 1 •
The reverse situation also obtains, Two roots use the
special plural suffix -gurr:
bidha 1 Slll!lll, child' bidha-gw'I' 'children'
dyii:J.'1'aaTth 'ma.le'
dyiirruayng-gt.lJ."!' 'adult man, adult men'
But the latter form can have both singular and plural mean
ings; an exp1.lci t plural requires both the -gl.lrr suffix
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and a (rather idiosyncractic) reduplicated form: dyiirray�
dy iiraayng-gurr 'old men'.

Here the whole AblatiVe NP has the form:

Genitive. Possessive expressions in Guugu Yimidhirr,
as in many Australian languages, accept further case spec
ification. That is, genitive suffixes form, from a noun N,

The same process can also produce a 'possessor of a possessor' construction of the form:

[baya�

[bl

a further nominal stem (meaning 'belonging to N') which mo

difies another noun (the 'thing possessed') and which must
agree with it in case. Genitive suffixes, that :ls, derive

NP [N

NP+Gen J

NP

When the entire possessed NP is in Absolutive case

derivational suffix and Absolutive case mark is equivalent
to Dative inflection. (That is, the morpheme combination
GEN+ABS is realized in the same way as DAT.) The suffix is
-bi-/-wi.

( 33)

bayan

ngaanhdhu-td-

this+ABS house+ABS woman-GEN+ABS (""llOll!ISn-DAT}
This is the woman's house.

Gudaa

ngaanhdhu-wi biini

dog+ABS woman-GEN+ABS die+PAST.
The wo.nan's dog died.

Here the morphology makes the obvious connection between the
meaning of Dative case (recipient, beneficiary) and the
notion of possession.
If a possessed NP is in any case other than Absolutive,
the genitive has a different form: it consists of the suf
fix -:ga (probably related to either ABES or GOAL inflec
tion), followed by a 'catalytic' element -mu-, followed
finally by the appropriate case ending:
N + -:ga + -mu- + Case
Moreover, there are special case forms, to be suffixed to
the catalytic element -mu-; these special forms are:
ERG/INST:
-:n
DAT/LOC/ALL: -i
AllL/CAU:
Others:

-J.,

+ABL

+DAT

(Both this sentence and sentence (32) above appear to have
the same form; Deictic + Noun NP + Dative, with the overall
meaning 'This[Nounlbelongs to[NP]'. See 4.1.4[e] below.
Clearly the sense of Dative inflection is closely related to
the notion of possession, elsewhere indicated by Geniti.ve
derived forms. It is also notable that no further recursion
is possible to express, for example, the possessor of a pos
sessor of a possessor; for in (35) the possessive relation
ship between the boy and bis father is marked by a GEN deri
vational construction, whereas the possessive relationship
between the father and his house is marked by Dative case
inflection.)
The catalytic formative -mu- plus DAT/LOC/ALL -i com
bine, as in sentence (35) to form -mi (pronounced -may by
older speakers.)
A possessi.ve expression may function alone as a complete
NP, when the meaning (i.e., the thing possessed, the 'head'
noun) is understood.
( 36) Nga.ya dhada-y biiba-aga-m-i
lsg.+NOM go-PAST father-GEN-mu-ALL
I went to my father's [place],
Furthermore, although the possessive expression normally fol
lows the head noun that it modifies and carries the case in
flection for the entire possessed NP, occasionally the head
noun follows (or is totally separated from) the genitive ex
pression; in such a case, both head and genitive modifier
carry case inflection.
yarrga-aga-mu-n gudaa. gunda-y
( 37) Biiba

+ Case

(when it is in Sor O function i.n the clause), the case en
ding is zero. In such a case the combination of Genitive

( 32) Yii

N+GEN]

NP

( 35) Yii
bayan
biiba
yarz,ga-aga-m-i
thi(;+ABS house+ABS father- hoy-GEN-mu-DAT
This house is the boy's father's,

a possessive expression that functions, within a NP, like
an adjective. We may represent a Noun plus Possessor NP as
follows:

[NP

(ngaanhdhuJ

-:n; -nganh
as with other nominal stems

(38)

When a complex NP carries case inflection, each elem
ent ( in this case, both possessi.on and possessive expressions)
may bear case inflection - and both must be inflected for
case if they are not contiguous - but frequently the 'head'
noun (the possession) precedes the possessive expression,
and only the latter has explicit case inflection. Thus,
for example:
bayan ngaanhdhu-uga-mu-n.
( 34) Ngayu gada-y

father- boy-GEN-mu-ERG dog+ABS hit-PAST
The boy's father hit the dog.

Ya1'1'{/a-aga-mu-n gudaa

gimda-y
biiba-ngun.
boy-GEN-mu-ERG dog+ABS hit-PAST father-ERG
The boy's father hit the dog.

These genitive constructions, in Guugu Yimidhirr, mark
Alienable possession, which includes the relationships be
tween kinsmen. Inalienable possession, the relationship be
tween a whole and its parts, does not involve genitive con
struction in Guugu Yimidhirr. Instead, whole and part appear
together, both bearing the case ending appropri.ate to the
function of the NP which they jointly form,
(39) Yi'll'1'fla manga'l
gaga.

lsg+NOM come-PAST house- WOll!ISn-GEN-mu-ABL
I came from the woman• s house.

boy+ABS hand+ABS sick.
'Ib.e boy's hand is sore.

''
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(40)

Nyul.u mamba yugu-!<li nngil-inh yi dha.-n-in,
3sg+NOM fat+ABS tree-LOC branch-LOC put-PAST

{ 4 7) GaJga-dhin>-ngwi nhinaan
spear-COM-ERG

d.aama-ya !

He put the fat on the tree branch.

In cases encountered so far, whole and part seem to be intima
tely tied together in a single NP, with both whole and part

standing in identical syntactic relations to other parts of
the clause (suggesting that, in some sense, what is true of
or happens to a part is also true of or happens to the
whole). It is, however, possible for a part-whole NP to be
discontinuous within a clause:
( 41 ) Dyidyii-rr.da nganhi dyinda-y ngaabaay.
bird-ERG

lsg+ACC peck-PAST head+ABS

The bi-rd pecked

me.

[in the J head.

See 4.3.4 and 4.7.
Part-whole relationships are not always treated with
this sort of construction: sometimes the whole acts like
an ordinary (Alienable) possessor, with Genitive or Dative
constructions. This seems to happen frequently when the
whole is a human being.
(42) Yii
yarrga-aga-m-i biiba-wi mii1,
this+ABS boy-GEN-mu-DAT father-DAT eye+ABS
This is the boy's father's eye.

[cl Comitative� Privat;ive. Like most Australian languages,
Guugu Yimidhi rr has a deri vational suffix, -dhir>r>, that forms
from a noun Nan adjective stem that means 'having N' or
'with N'; this stem can itself bear case inflection. Stems
with long, final second syllables, ending in y, also form
a comitative stem with -$ir>r. (Moreover, sOme speakers oc
casionally seem to treat the Comitative suffix as if it
were a lengthening suffix of the form -:dhir>r>.)
( 4 3) Ngayu gal,ga-dhiIT. Ngayu buiaTay-i'Pl'.
lsg+NOM spear-COM.+ABS lsg+NOM water-COM+ABS.
I have a spear._ I have water. (Lit., I am with spear, ••• }

( 44) Bidha
gada-y
ngamu-(uJdhin>.
child+ABS come-PAST mother-COM+ABS
'Ole child came with its mother.

Comitative constructions .i.ndicate actual physical accompani
ment, and not, say, possession or ownership, which is in
dicated by Genitive forms:
( 45) Ya'!'!'ga gaZ ga-dhi'l'l'.
boy+ABS .spear-COM+-ABS
The boy bas a spear [i.e., he's standing here now armed with a
spear].

(46) YarTga-wi

galga

-wu-na.a

boy-GEN+ABS (=boy-DAT) speat+ABS exist-NONPAST
The boy has a speaT. (Lit., the boy's speaT exists; or, to the
boy exists a spear,)

Comitative occurs with cases other than Absolutive,
often without a 'head' noun, in the meaning 'a person with
N';

( 48)
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WUfl'Ull.!'?'gU-Z'l'

2sg+ACC look for+REDUP-NONPAST

spear-CAUI'
[ Someone] with a spear is looking foT you, [ and] might
spear you [ so watch out! ].

Galga-dhir>r--gaZ gaa:ri yuba gad-ii !

spear-COM-ADES NOT close come-IMP
Don't come near to [a man] with a spear!

Comitative can also follow a Genitive suffix (although no
cases of the reverse are known) .
( 49) Nyulu
bidha wangaarr-ga-mu-dhi'l'l.'
gad.a-y
3sg+NOM come-PAST child- white man-GEN-mu-COM+-ABS
He came with the white man's child.

A number of expressions have the form N+COM even though no
corresponding free noun exists. For example, the expression
dingga-dhirr means 'hungry' even though there is no unsuf
fixed word ding ga. Comitative expressions, acting as adj
ectival predicates (see 4.l,6[gJ, can also receive further
modification or intensification.
gaga-dhin>-gu.
( 50) Dyiir:ru.ayn.g-gu:tT �ra
old man-gui'J'*ABS bad (=very) poison-COM*-ABS-gu
The old man is very sick still.

Corresponding to COM -dhir>r is the Privative suffix
-mul which means 'without'. The range of meaning o:r the
Privative seems somewhat more restricted than that of Com
itative, and no examples are attested of PRIV in combina
tion with any case other than Absolutive.
(51) Ngayu
gaZga-mut.
lst+NOM spear-PRIV

I am without a spear.
(52) Nyutu dingga-muZ.

3sg+NOM 'hunger'-PRI.V
He's not hungry.

(53)

Bidha

ngamu-muZ

gada.-y

child+ABS J110ther-PRiv+Al1S come-PAST
'Ole child ca111e. without its mother.

!dJ Case forms with (J.at;al y tio -:mu-. Some nominal roots re
quire the catalytic element -:mu- before they can accept
case inflection other than the zero Absolutive suffix, For
example, the adjective yindu 'other, di.fferent' has the
following case forms:
ERG/INST
yindu-umu-n
DAT/WC/ALL
yindu-wn-i
ABL/CAU
yind.u-umu-n; yindu-umu-nganh
PURP
yindu-umu-ngu
etc.

Other nominals that inflect this way include wuZbu 'all'
(which inflects with the stem wuZbu-umu-), gadhii 'far
away' (stem: gadhii-mu-), wanggaaP 'above, high' (stem:
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Manggaa-mu-), the numerals gudhiirra 'two' and guunduu
'three' (but not nubuun 'one'), and the dei.ctic roots yi'
'there, this' (which has Absolutive form yii and stem form
yi-mu- or yii-mu-) and nha- 'that, there' (which has the
normal Absolutive form nhaa and the stem form nhaa-mu-).
(54) Nyutu yindu-umu-gal miil'l'ii-Un
3sg+NOM other-mu-A.DES tell-PAST
She told the other one,

(55) Nyu'lu

y1-1--mu-un buUgi
g,,,,&,-y
3sg+NOM this-mu-ERG bullock+AIIS hit-PAST

This one killed the bullock.

Here we see the source of the second word in the name
It cannot mean 'having yimi' (i.e., having
the word yimi) since there is no such word as yimi in the
language. (There is a locative form i;iimu 'here'; see
3. 3. 3) Instead it employs the catalytic formative, as yi-mu
dhir:r, literally 'with this'; the form yi midhi:r:r, a variant,.,
ordinarily is used to mean 'in this way' or 'this kind',
often accompanying a gesture, (A euphemistic way for saying:
'money' is to rub one's fingers together, as if caressing
notes of large denominations, and to say yimidhirr - as if
to suggest: 'that with which one deals in this way' . )
People also form an adjective from the language name to talk'.
about people who have legitimate claim to it: Guugu
Yimidhin bama 'speaker of Guugu Yimidhirr' . Two further
expressions are peculiar to this word, and unproductive:
yimidhin-dhiPr 'just this way' and yimiyimidhiP:r 'the same
again',
(56) Yi:nrl,,,,yiml-dh:i,rr wwi.guunh.
Guugu Yimidhirr,

this,.REDUP-COM tomorrow.
(Let's do it J the same way again tomorrow. (Said by one brother
to another after unsuccessfully waiting to ambush an enemy who
was known to pass by a certain -X,DUte daily.)

A similar variation occurs with the root nha- 'that, there':i,,
nha-mu-dhiz>z> - nha-mi�dhirr·-·nhaa-mu-dhi:rr 'that way'.
3.2.4

POST-INFLECTIONAL SUFFIXES

[al Emphatic -:gu. A Guugu Yimidhirr speaker frequently
gives special prominence or emphasis to a word (for example
when repeating a word that was indistinctly heard by his
interlocutor) by adding the suffix -:gu. The suffix is
added after all derivational and case inflections, and it
can occur with nominals and other parts of speech as well.
The suffix is unique in that it attracts a special sort of
phrase stress (in addition to whatever word stress a word
has) to the syllable immediately preceding it, even if the
word has more than two syllables,
( 57) Eambu
yi.-i.
ga�--a7lf/U-ugu
bamboo+ABS this+ABS spear-PURP-EMPH
This bamboo is for spears.

( 58) A: Mayi

!N.Olhdhaa? B: Ng=naa? A:

food+ABS where+LOC
Where is the food?

What?

Mayi-igu!

food-EMPH
The food!
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The same su:ffix is used to form emphatic pronouns which func
tion much like reflexive pronouns, see 3.3.1,4.3.i and (271-2),

[bl -:gu/ -:ygu. A further emphatic suffix behaves slightly
differently; it exhibits the normal behaviour o f a length
ening suffix, and it has slightly different forms with con
sonant- and vowel-final stems. The su.ffix lends a different
kind of emphasis: attached to nominal expressions it adds
the meaning 'only, just, still',
( 59) Bama-aygu
gad-ii !
Aboriginal person-gu
come-IMP
Let only Aboriginal people come!

( 60) Bidha-aygu t.m-naa.

sniall-gu
exist-NONPAST
'111ere is (still, just) a little.

( 61 ) Nyulu

gaga.-dh:ir:r-gu

3sg.+NOM poison-COM·gu
He is still sick.

Other examples of this suffix are in (13), (25), and (50)
above. Attached to adjectives, the same suffix produces a
word that appears to modify a verb:
yaadQi
yaadQi
(62) 'tugu
diniiaaZ.-gu yaadyi.
tree+ABS burn+PAST burn+PAST quick-gu
The tree burned and burned quickly.

burn+PAST

See (31): waPz>ga alone means 'large', whereas waPz>gaaygu
usually means 'many', In forming adverbs, sometimes the
suffix -:nggu/-:yrmgu alternates with -:gu/-:ygu, as in Text
Line 78 and the following example:
(63) JJani-igu r:lhad-ii ! JJan.i-inggu dhad-ii !
slow-gu go-IMP

slow-gu

go-IMP

Go slowly:
The intensifying word budhuun 'very' seems almost always to
occur with this suffix:
( 64) Nyu'Lu warra
wanggaaz> wangitnh"'111Uf!U budm.UT1-gu.
3sg+NOM bad (=very) high
sky..back
very-gu.
He [went) very high, right up in the sky,

Moreover, a few adverbs probably formed with -:gu. do not
seem to occur without it. For example, muZ.ban.gu 'tightly,
'clearly, firmly' acts as an adverb, but there is no cor
re sponding adjective muZban.
Rugh Hershberger (1964c:69) describes a seemingly cog
nate Gugu Yalandji suffix -ku as indicating 'a prior time i ,
and she includes the meanings 'still' or 'yet' within her
description of the use of the suffix. Many of her remarks
about -ku apply to Guugu Yl.midhirr -:gu/-:ygu (although
ther: is no Guugu Yimidhirr counterpart to the Gugu Ya.land.ii
suffix -da which indicates 'time either now or following',)
For example, two time words, wu.n.g-uunh 'tomorrow' and
ngu.Zgu 'afternoon, evening' , both have forms suffixed with
�:gu!-:yg-u that indicate a prior time: �un.guuyng-gu 'this
morning, earlier', and ngu.Zgu-uygu 'yesterday'.
This suffix also frequently attaches to locative ex
pressions, to add the meaning 'near to' or 'right next to'.

f'
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(See (25) and (26) above.)

(65) Nyul.u bayan-bi-gu
3sg+NOM house-LOC-gu
He is near the house; OR: he is right in the house.

Many Guugu Yimidhirr place names have the form NOUN+LOC+gu:

binirr-i-gu is an appropriate name for a place where many
biniirr 'bloodwood trees' grow, for example.

[cl Emphatic -:garra/-:ygarra. Occasionally Guugu Yimidhiri
speakers use a different emphati.c suffix to mean 'that's the

one' or 'that's for sure', both with nominal stems and with
verbs.
(66) Nyul.u
nhiZa-ayg=a gada-a
3sg+NOM now-EMPH

come-NONPAST

He'll be coming right now!

This suffix seems to be related to the independent particle
gal.a (see 3.Z.6[e]
3.2.5

ADJECTIVE DERIVATIONS,

Reduplication on adjectives

independent particles that precede and modify adjectives
includ e:
dJuaTa. 'somewhat, fairly, a little'
buy 'more'
gUrTa 'more,again'
buta'l"i 'still more'
bangga:rr 'a bit lllOre'
An d we have already met the particle budhuun 'very' that
follows the adjective it modifies (see (64)).
The moderately productive adjective suffix -ngaygu has
a result ative meaning, A word of the form Adj+-ngaygu func
tions in a construction with a verb to describe the results
(usually from the point of view of the S or O NP) of the
action.
( 70) Nyutu nhangu gunda-y dhuyu-ngaygu,
3sg+NOM 3sg+ACC hit-PAST dead-RES
He hit him and killed him, (Literally:

{ 71) Nyul,u

(68)

3sg+NOM quick-gu
food+ABS eat-PAST
He ate quickly. (I.e., he finished everything quickly.)

Nyuiu

dinda=dindaa'l-gu mayi

buda-y.

3sg+NOM quick""REDUP.(!U food+ABS eat-PAST
He ate quickly. (I.e., he wolfed his food, repeatedly rushing
each bite to his lllOuth.)

(Notice that the pattern of lengthening on the reduplicated
form dinda#dindaaZ.-gu suggests that, for the purposes of
counting syllables, the reduplicated form here must be con
sidered a aompound, so that the final syllable can be con
sid�red a seaond syllable, and thus undergo lengthening.
The root form is dindaZ. 'quick'.)
There are several morphological techniques for compar
ing or intensifying adjectives. One frequently used intens
ifier is the adjective war-r-a 'bad'; preceding an adjective
it means 'very'.
(69) Nyufa IXU"l'a J.abaar.
3sg+NOM bad
good
He is very good.

(We have seen this device before in (51) and (64).) Other

yugu

dwnbi

wulbu

he struck him dead.)

wunhdha-ngaygu.

3sg+NOM tree+ABS break+PAST all+A.BS empty-RES
He broke sll the trees [ and left the place} empty.
thrashing around in his death throes.)

seems to have a more consistent effect than with noun roots,__

The normal pattern is to reduplicate only tbe :first two syl
lables of a stem, adding a string corresponding to C1V1C2V2"'
to the beginning of the simple stem to form the reduplicate&
word.
yimi91imi-JhiIT 'this same way again'
yi:mi-dhirr-' this way'
'very far away'
gaUa)b<zy 'long'
gal<z,,,galbay
'very far away'
gadhii=gadhii
'far away'
gadhii
Whereas noun reduplication is limited to � few words, usu
ally (but not always) indicating plurality (section 3.2.3
[a]), reduplicated adJectives indicate either intensity or
repetition. Consider the following two sentences:
buda-y
(67) NyuZ.u dindaaZ.-gu qi
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(A giant dingo

( 72) Biilha
buii
gadha""IM?Ta-ngaygu
child+A.BS fall-+PAST rotten=bad (=unconscious)-RES
The child fell down [and was thereby knocked J unconscious.

(In (72) gadha"'1,}a:r:ra is a compound ad;jecti.ve with tbe mean
ing shown.)

3.2.6 INDEPENDENT PARTICLES WITH NOMINAL EXPRESSIONS. A num
ber of independent p articles (wi.th full stress, and some pos
sibilities for post-inflectional suffixation) contribute to
formation of nominal expressions, We have already seen a
few such particles in action (nguwaZ. in 3.2.2[d), budhuun
and other adject ive-modifying particles in the preceding
section). We speak here of particles rather than affixes
for, (a) although these words have stress like other indep
endent words (unlike unstressed cliticil:".ed particles), they
have restricted constructional and inflectional possibilities
and cannot be considered full lexical words; and (b) although
the words in question invariably either follow or precede the
nominal stems with which they combine, no lengthening or
shortening is involved. The following particles are common:
{aJ Usitative matin. A noun followed by matin forms an
adjective-Hke expression that means 'good for N, appropriate
for use with N, useful for N'. The entire expression appears
to act as an adJectival predicate,
( 73) Yii
gudaa bigibigi maUn
(74)

!bl

this+ABS dog+ABS pig
USITATIVE
This dog is a good pig-hunter.

Ngayu

wal'!'a

b�""gaga

mzUn.

lsg+NOM bad ("'Very) wster=poison (�liquor) US1TATIVE
lam a very bad alchoholic.

barrga-ba'l ga 'along'.

Appended to a noun this particle
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means 'along N' or 'beside N', usually denoting motion along,

TABLE 3.2 -Nominative forma of Guugu
Yimidhirr peraonaZ pronouna

a river, a road, etc.

ba1'1'9'a gada-y
( 75) Dyaarba bubu !>al'rga gana
snake+ABS ground alo� underside along come-PAST
The snake came [by anJ underground [route].
( 76) Nyu'lu mcmydyal ba"lga naga
dUZTgin
duda-y
r cl

3sg+NOM mountain

along east:+ALL water rat+ABS run-PAST

The water rat ran along the mountain range towards the East.
i.1arraal 'so high' . This particle, appended to a body

part word, denotes the depth of a stream, tall grass, etc.
(77) Birr{,

gambu'l !Jal>l'>aal

river+ABS belly high
The river is/was belly deep.

{dl -warra 'native of'. The territory of Guugu Yimidhirr
speaking peoples and their neighbour� ".'as divided . into named'.

regions each with its dominant patr1l1neal families. Each
person �ative to a region was known by his or her regional

affiliation; someone from Waymbuurr (on the mouth of the
Endeavour River at Cooktown) was known as Waymbuurz> waz>ra
'a native of waYmbuurr, from the Waymbuurr mob', and the
region itself was Waymbuuz>r warra-wi 'belonging to the
Waymbuurr mob', with DAT/GEN inflection. And so on, with
otber named regions. This particle warra is undoubtedly
cognate not only to Gugu Yalandji warra, but to the affix
-barra ;belonging to {a place]' in Yidiny, Dyirbal and other::
Queensland languages. (Tindale (1974) mentions that 'hordet
names in. Queensland end in -bara.)
[BJ gala Emphatic . Following a noun or 11.djective (some
times even a verb), usually in isolation, gaZa has the meaning 'that's right, that's it, that's the one':
(78) Nhila gaZa !
now EMPR
-1
Right now it will happen, let it happen]:
(79) Nyulu
gala !
3sg+NOM EMPH
He's the one! (I.e., let him do it; or he's the one who will
do it!)
tfl ngaiba 'covered with'. A predicate of the form n galba.
+ Noun means 'covered with, thick with, inundated with N'.
Hence,
bidha-gu:rr.
(80) Ngaanhdhu ngaZba
w0111an+ABS covered with child-PLU
The woman is surrounded by/has lots of children.

3.2. 7 VERBS DERIVED FROM NOMINAL EXPRESSIONS. There are ·j
several regular processes by which to derive both inchoatiVll!
and causative verbs from nouns and adjectives, The verba- i
lizing suffixes have affinities to full verbs (and thus be--,!
long to specific conjugations, see 3. 5. l); but they also act!
as suffixes, and hence they engender lengthening in the nor j
mal manner on the nominal stems which they verbalize.
1

1st person

Singular
ngayu

2nd person
3rd person

Dual
ngaZi (inclusive)

Plural
nganhdhaan (Inland
dialect)
l
ngaiiinh (exclusive) ngana (Coastal dialect)
yubaal
y=
bula
dh=

The inchoative verbalizers are "'mal and the reflexive
forms of "l'l!anaa (see 3.5. 4) .
bidha 'small'
bidha..maZ 'become small'
badhal 'deep'
badhaaZ..manaaya 'become deep'
buyun 'old, vrinkled'
buy!.O'l'*'mal 'shrivel'
The causative suffix is "'{!urraZ (exactly equivalent to the
full verb gurral 'say, do, make').
garbay 'long'
gaZbaay=gurral 'lengthen'
binaal 'smart,
binaa:l=gurral 'teach'
knowledgeable'
In at least one case, the causative suffix =gurral accts as
if it were :gurval.
warra 'bad'
warraa=gurraZ ' ru in'

3.3

PRONOUN MORPHOLOGY

3,3.1 PERSONAL PRONOUNS. Guugu Yimidhirr has free pronouns
which refer, with few exceptions, to animate beings, usually
to humans. Unlike nouns, these personal pronouns inflect ac
cording to a nominative/accusative pattern, with one form the Nominative - for S and A functions, and another - the
Accusative - for O function. There is, in modern Hopevale
speech, considerable variation in pronominal forms. Table
3.2 shows the maximal system (nominative forms given).
Most modern speakers do not make a distinction between
inclusive ('you and I') and exclusive ( 'another person and
I') in the first person dual, instead using ngati for an nn
specl.fied 1st person dual ('we two'). Similarly, most people
at the Hopevale Mission now use nganhdhaan in preference to
the Coastal form ngana, for 'we (all)'; (this is true whether
or not the same speakers use predominantly Inland vocabulary
in the rest of their speech).
Wi.th the exceptions already noted, personal pronouns
have the same case forms as animate nouns, with the same
functio ns as the corresponding noun forms. However, although
for the singular pronouns there exist accusative forms dis
tinct fr om the dative-genitive forms, there is considerable
variation in present-day use: people often use the dative/
ge nitive forms in O function (although they never use the
accusative forms as datives or possessives). Table 3,3 gives

TABLE 3.3 - Personal pronoun paradigm
NOM (SA)

ACC(O)

DAT/GEN+ABS

pmu,

ABES

ADES

ngayu

nganhi

,,.adhu

ngadhwmgu

ngadhun. ga

ngadhun.g a:Z.

1st singular

nywuiu

nhina (an (in) )

nhanu

nhanwmgu

nhanun.ga

nhanun,gal

2nd singular

nyulu

nhinhaan(in)

nlumgu

nlumgunngu

nhangun.ga

nhangun. gal

3rd singular

ngati

ngatiin/
ngaZinin

ngatiin

ngaUirmgu

ngatiin.ga

ngaUin.gal.

1st dual inclusive

ngaliinh

ngat.inhun

ngalinhun

ngalinhwmgu

ngatinhwi. ga

ngalinhun.gaZ

yubaal

yubalin/
yubaZinh/
yubaal'nin

yubalin/
yubaUnh

yubatinngu

yubaUn,ga/
yubalingga

yubalin. gal/
yubatinggal/
yubaal nggaZ

buZa

bu'l,aan( in) I

bulaan/

bulangarmgu/

bulaan.ga/
butangan •.9a

bulaan.ga:Z./

3rd dual

nganhdhanun

nganhdhanunrigu

nganhdharnm, ga

nganhdhan1.m. gal

lat plural (Inland)

ngarnmgan, ga

nganangan.gaZ

1st plural (Coastal)

yunwm,,.u!

yun>aan. 9a/
yur:r,:mgan. ga

yUl'raan .gal-

2nd plural

dhanaann gu/

dhanaan.ga/
dhanangan, ga

dhanaan .gai;
dhana,igan .gaZ

3rd plural

nganhdhaan

"""""'

,dluma

lrnl.angan

"'"""dhamm
nganangan

yuwaon/
yurru.ngan

dh=/

dhana,,.�

buw,,.�

nganangan

y=I

yun>angan

dha,uum/
..dhanangan

bulaanngu

"'"""""�

-�-

y11!'1'1.l1'lgarmgU

bu:Z.angan,gal.

yu rrangan .gaZ

'"
'"'

dual exclusive

dual

TABLE 3.4 -Genitive and aomitative foz,me

--

GEN+GEN ; GEN+LOC COM

GEN+cOM

nga-

ngadhuumi

ngadhundhin

ngadhuumudh.in

1st singular

nhanu

nhanuumun

nhanuumi

nhanundhi=

nhanuwnudhiJ"l'

2nd singular

nhangu

nhanguwm,n

nhangundhi=

nhanguumudhiIT

3rd singular

ngdUin

ngaliin.gamun

ngaZiin.gami

nga Ziindhil'r

ngaliin.gamudhi1'1'

1st dual inclusive

ngaZinhun

ngalinhun.gamun

ngaZinhun, gami

ngalinhundhin

ngaZinhun.gamudhiz,z,

1st dual exclusive

yubaZin

yubatin. gamun

yubalin,gami

yubaUndhi1'1'

yuba:Un. gamu.dhi!'!'

2nd dual

bul..aan/

buZaan.gamun/
bulangan, gamun

bu'laan.gami/
bulangan, gami-

buZaandhiI'I'/
bulangandhi'Pl"

buZaan, gamu.dhiz,z,/
bul.angan.gamudhin

3rd dual

GEN4ABS

GEN+ERG; GEN+AIIL

ngadhu

buw,,.�

eta.

f
f.
�
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the full paradigm. The longer accusative forms ending in
-in are especially rare at Hopevale, and the 3rd person sin...;
gular accusative form nhinhaan(inJ has been all but replac-;
ed by nhangu. (Roth (1901a:18) shows nhangu as both accusa�
tive and genitive,) It is hard to determine, under present
circumstances, how much of the variation in the pronoun
paradigm is due to dialect differences at some earlier
stage of the language.
The purposive, abessive, and adessive forms of the
personal pronouns are obviously based on the dative stem
\
form (with the addition of n in the singular forms). Since ·1
these are pereonai pronouns, with reference restricted to
animates, the local cases (which .involve inanimate loca
tions} do not normally occur. (Guugu Yimidhirr speakers
occasionally use the third person pronoun nyulu to refer to
inanimate objects, but in rather special circumstances. For
example, in a discussion of which way the current in a
river was flowing one man spoke of the river with the pro- ·i
noun nyulu, rather than using the noun bi:rri or a deictic. 1
Similarly, when two men went to dig the roots of a blood- )
wood tree in order to make pitch for spears, they dug aroundil
the roots of the tree to find an appropriate root. When
j
they came upon a root they scratched the bark to see whethe�
it was, indeed, bloodwood and not the root of some other
tree. When it turned out to be what they had been looking j\
for, one man cried Nyulu gala 'That's him!'.} However, gen
itive and comitative forms do occur, based on the dative
stem form, plus -ga- for the non-singular forms, then the _j
catalytic -mu- followed by the normal case suffixes. Table ,i
{
3.4 shows a partial paradigm. (All cases in all persons
occur with genitive forms.}
-i
The emphatic suffix -:gu is frequently added to person-!
al pronouns, and the resulting word may frequently be trans--1
lated by an English expression like 'I myself, you your
self, •.. ' etc.
dhada-y
(81} Nyutu-ugu
3sg-tNOM-EMPH go-PAST
He himself went. (Or: only he went.)
Together with the reflexive form of a transitive verb (see
4.3.1) the nominative form of a pronoun, plus -:g u, has ex
plicit reflexive meaning:
( 82) Nyutu-ugu
gunda-adhi
3sg+NOM-EMPH hit-REF L+PAST
He hit himself.
The emphatic suffl.x combines with other case forms, (271-2),;
( 83) .Yii
bayan
ngadhu-ugu
this+ABS house+AIIS lsg+DAT-EMPH
This house is mine� my own.
( 84 } Nyutu ngadhun. ga7, .gu yin,gaatga-y
3sg+NOM lsg+ADES-EMPH talk+REDUl'-PAST
He was talking with [just ] ine.
Very rarely Guugu Yimidhirr speakers use a contracted
form of ngadhu, the first person singular Dative/Genitive
·j
form, which is suffixed to the noun possessed; the form is

i
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TABLE 3.5 - Interroga tive/Indefinite Pronoune
'who'

--

ABS0LUTIVE
ER.GATIVE/
INSTRUMENTAL

wanhu

DATIVE

,,,,,,Jwn/

LOCATIVE
ALLATIVE
CAUSAL/
ABLATIVE
PURPOSIVE
ABESSIVE
ADESSIVE
'HESITATION'
COMITATIVE
GENITIVE+case
Stem

wa,,hw,Ja/

_,hdhu

--

i.xmlnm.ga
uianhun.gat
�
uianhundhirr

i.Janhun .ga-mu-

'where'

'what'
ngaanaa
ngaanili:nh/
ngaaniilwla/
ng=iilngun

'where'

ngaa:niiZbi/
ngaa:niZi
ngaaniti

wanM)wa/,bi

ngaanii lnganh/
ngaanii
ngaaniiZngu/
ngaanii
ngaaniilga
ngaaniitgat
ngngaaniiliihirr

-

wanM!wa!

wanM!walga/
lMnhdhaatbi
wanhdhaatnganh

'how'

-dhu. This shortened form acts like a normal (non-lengthen
ing) suffix, especially with kin terms.
( 85) Biiba-dhu.
gada-y
father"f;\BS-lsg+GF.N come-PAST
My father c.sme.

3. 3. 2 INTERROGATIVE/ INDEFINITE PRONOUNS.
Guugu Yimidhirr
has the usual complement of words for asking 'what?' 'who?'
'where?', etc., and these same words function not only as
interrogatives but as indefinite pronouns ('someone, some
place, something'} and also as rough equivalents of the
still more iildefinite pronouns that end, in English, with
-ever ('whoever, wherever ... '). These pronouns decline like
nouns with an Absolutive form for S and O functions, and an
Ergati ve form for A function. The absolutive forms are
wanhu 'who', ngaanaa 'what', and wanhdhaa 'where'. See
Table 3. 5.
!al Wanhu 'who' displays all the case forms appropriate to
an animate noun, viz., ergative and absolutive, dative,
adessive and abessive, purposive, (occasionally) ablative/
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causal t an � it occurs in the full range of GEN+case forms.
There 1s, 1 � addition, a �p �cial ergative only form, wan hdh19
used exclusively as trans1t1ve subject (A function)
(R.M.W. Dixon has suggested that wanhdh u here· is th
origi :al ergative form, deriving from the proto-Australia:
root uany- with the ergative suffix *-d yu. In both Yidin
and �irbal, spoken to the South of Guugu Y:l.midhirr, the Y
er,:mt1ve form of 'who' is wanydyu, In Guugu Yi.midhirr, the
�orm wanhunda thus appears to be the result of analogic re
interpretation, with the pronoun inflected like a noun.)
( 86) Wanhdln0,,anhunda gunda-y?
who-ERG
hit-PAST
Who did the hitting? (Spoken only when we know that someone hit
(87)

someone,)

!Janhdhu maa-naa,.
nhangu.
who+ERG take-NONPAST 3sg+GEN+ABS
Finders keepers [lite:raliy, whoever takes it, it's hisJ,
There ;s al o a_specia he�itation form, 1"anhaal' :t'U, which
� h�s name � - 1.e., it allows the speaker to
means whats
pause whil: trying to supply the name of a person about who1t:·
he or she 1s talking.
(88) "' Nyuiu nhila gada-y
wanhaan>u ••. Bob.
3sg+NOM now come-PAST who-?
What's-his-name came today .•• Bob.
The irregular dative form of wanhu is wanhun; further case
suffixes all attach to this stem, Both wanhun and 1"anhun bi
the latter with an explicit dative suffix, occur, apparent1Y '.·
interchangeably.
(89) Yii
ulanhu-n(bi) gal,ga ?
spear+ABS
this+ABS who-DAT
Whose spear is this?

[bl ngaanaa 'what'. Among pronouns, the word for 'what'
has the greatest range of case forms, most of which are
based on a hypothetical underlying form ngaaniil,-. (The
Absolutive form ngaanaa can be considered irregular.) Most
case forms result from adding normal noun suffixes to the
root (which by virtue o! ending in a closed long syllable
accepts shortening suf:f1xes as well as ordinary case endings,
for ?Onsonant-final stems). There are also some specialized-!
mean1ngs. and extra forms: ngaanit.i (but not, the non-short- .·
en:d dative/locative ngaaniiZbi) means 'in the process of
do1ng what?'
(90) Nyundu ngaanU-i?
2sg+NOM what-LOC/DAT
What are you up to? What are you doing?
The regular purposive form, ngaaniil-ngu, occurs in those
constructions that regularly call for purposl.ve complements
(see 4.1.4 [ f l ) - :for example, with verbs expressing 'fear':
(91) Ngaaniil,-ngu dumba-adhi?
what-PURP
frightened-REFL+PAST
What was [he] frightened of?
But there is a further specialized Purposive or Causal form,
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'why'.
ngaanii, that acts very much like English
( 92) Ngaanii baailhiil.dhi-Z?
cry+REDUP-NONPAST
why
lfuy [are you] crying?
Abessive and adessive forms of 'what' are also possible,
even though such forms mi.ght seem unlikely for a generalized
inanimate pronoun. But consider the following adessive ex
ample:
( 93) Nywtdu ngaaniil,-gal (yi!'l'gaaZga}?
2sg+NOM what-ADES
talk+REDUP+NONPAST
What are you talking to? m:umbling about?(said to someone seeming
ly talking to himself).
Finally, there is a further all-purpose hesitation word,
which also uses the suffix -aa:t'ru: ngaanaarru 'whatchama
callit',

[cl iJ.anhdhaa 'when, where'. Although a single noun case
includes both locative ('rest at') and allati.ve ('moti.on
towards') meanings, locative and allative interrogati.ves are
morphologically distinct. Wanhdhaa is locative: 'where
(rest)'; and the underlying stem tJanhdhaaZ- combines with
-:ga or -bi for the alla·tive sense:
( 94) Nyul,u �Z-ga dhadaaro?
3sg+NOM where-ALL
go+REDUP+NONPAST
Where's he going?
(Strictly speaking, wanhdhaalga is always allative, whereas
wanhdhaaZbi can be either locative or allative.) Only the
locational cases, viz,, locative, allative and ablat:!.ve,
occur with wanhdhaal,-, as befits a word that queries
location.
In reduplicated form, the same root means 'when'; the
two forms that occur are wanhdha=1Janhdhaa and (more commonly)
wanhdha"'l,}anhdhaa lg a 'when'. In normal speech, however,
Hopevale people use the English word 'when?':
(95) Nyundu when gada-y?
2sg+NOM
come-PAST
lfuen did you come?
The case system does not seem to extend the meaning of this
temporal word to allow easy formulation of questions like
'until when', 'since when', etc. (See 3,4 on location and
time expressions,)
There is also a form tJanhdhaarru which means 'where was
that place now .. ,?'
(96) NgaU barl'bi
�
gan,gan:!'?',
ldu+NOM camp+PAST where-dya-callit... Cooktown (-ltOC).
We camped at ..• uh ••• Cooktown.
[dl tJanhdha1':t'a 'how',
ern Hopevale is:
(97) Nyundu wnhdharru?
2sg+NOM how
How are you?

The common form of greeting at mod

'
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to which the conventional reply is ganaa 'alrie;ht' .
Wanhdha rra is a general interrogative that queries manner,

TABLE 3,6 - Deictica

amount, condition, or direction:
( 98)

Dhana

( 99)

they going?
Xii
tJanhdhar,:ra?

1'lal'lhdhal'l' dhadaai>a?

go+REDUP+NONPAST
3pl+NOM how
Which way are they going? or: by what means of transportation ar�

this+Al!S how
How is this (how would this be)? Or: how does this work? Or:
how much is this? Or: what is this like? Etc.

There is no more specific equivalent for English expressions
like 'How much?' or 'How many?',
Another frequent construction links �anhdharra with
the contrafactual form of a verb (see below, 3,5.3(e)) in a
rhetorical question (which expects a negative answer}.
( 100) Ngayu

wanhdharm timdhi-rnia?

(101) Ngayu

wanht1Ju:lrra dhada-nda� ngayu

lsg+NOM how
give-CONTRF
How should I give [it J? (l .e., I can't give it because I don't
have it,)

gaga-dhi1"1'

lsg+NOM how
go-CONTRP lsg+NOM sick-COM(+AIIS)
Row am I supposed to go? I'm sick.

The uncertainty and indefiniteness of all of these
pronouns can be heightened by appending the clitic particle
b u dh u (which elsewhere in a clause means 'if' - see 4.8 ).
-Jj
(102) Bi'dha
wanhdhaa? Wanhdhaa budhu?
child+ABS where+LOC where+LOC indeed
Where is the child? Where, indeed [i.e., I haven't any idea]!

(103) Ngayu

binaaZ-mul nyuZu

ngaanaa

budhu m-ia-ni

lsg+NOM know-PRIV Jsg+NOM what+ABS 'if'
I don't know what-in-the-world he got.

take-PAST

3.3.3 DEICTICS.

By comparison with many Australian lang
uages, the system of demonstratives in Guugu Yimidhirr is
extremely simple. The lang uage distinguishes between yii
'here' (i.e., relatively close) and nhaa 'there', These
are the only deictic roots that inflect for case, although
there are two other expressions that normally accompany
gestures: yarra 'yonder' and yarrba 'there, that way, that's!
the way'.
( 104} A: Nyundu nambaL
ba'lga-y?
2sg.+NOM stone+ABS make-PAST
Did you polish/fix that stone [i.e., to make it smooth
that way)?

Absolutive
Ergative/
Instrumental
Locative/
Allative
Ablative/
Causal
Purposive
Co111itative
Plural Absolutive

'here, this'

yii, yiyi
yiimuun

yiway� yl,JJ.,)ay,
yiimu
yiimunganh
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'there, that, then'

nhaa, nhaaywi

nhaamunganh,
nhaai.iamm (ablative
only)

yimudhir-r,
yirrridhirr
yinhar?oin

nhamudhi1"1',
nluumdlri1"1'
nhanha:rrin

quent - and 'then') . Though in slow speech the first syl
lables of all f_orms of these words are long, in rapid speech
these deictics are shortened and are often pronounced un
stressed. In parti.cular, the Absolutive form nhaayun 'that
that one' very often functions as a kind of third person
pronoun - especially to denote inanimate objects which can
not be pronominalized with nyul-u - or as a definite article.
In such cases, nhaayun is often reduced to a seeming mono
syllable of the form nhayn.
gada-y, nyulu nhaayun gunda-y
( 105) BuUgi
bullock+ABS come-PAST 3sg+NOM that+AllS kill-PAST
The bullock came and he killed it.

the different deicti.c case forms.
. Table 3. 6 summarizes
The 1nstrumental
forms sometimes refer to an instrument, e.g.,
something held in the hand:
(106) Ngayu nhinaan yiimuun gwula-i
lsg+NOM 2sg+ACC this+INST hit-NONPAST
I'll hit you with this [thing I have here}.

Or an ergative form may be used anaphorically:
(107) Buia
nhaamuun rrrinha
yidi
gunda-y.

3du+NOM that+ERG meat+ABS stingaree+ABS kill-PAST
TI!.ose two [over there, or those juat mentioned] killed the
stingaree

_The alternate locative/allative forms show some in
decis1on
over whether the dei.ctic root should decline like an
ordinary noun or whether it should require the catalytic-mu-·
B: Gar;rPi. :tarrba
gala -aygu.
the
-way forms predom1.nate i.n speech (and notice that the
No
that way EMPR-gu
suffix does not r educe to -�i). The ablative/causal forms
No, that's the way it was [i.e., that's how I found it,
(with catalytic -mu- and -nganh) mean 'from here/there', 'as
it is that way naturally'].
1 � result of this/that'; nhaamungaynggu is the storytell er's
The deictics yii (sometimes pronounced yiyi) and nhaa may re�, :vice for linking sequential events: 'and then .. , and
fer to things ('this' and 'that'), places ('here' and 'there'X t en.. ,,
and times ('now' - although this reading of yii is infre- '.

I
I

I

i
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The form nhaamuu is used in discourse .to mean 'there

( 108) Nyu.iu

wawu=mu.rrgarra
3sg+NOM breath»unable
waltgllat'?"-ga-m-i,
white man-GEN-mu-DAT

yi-mi-dhirT

bama-a gat
man-ADES
nhaamuu
that-PURI'

maa-ni.

( 110) Nyulu

yiPrga-rida {l'UUf!U
speak-CONTRF speechnyul.u guugu.
3sg+NOM speech+ABS

this--mu--COM(+ABS) take-PAST

He was unable to talk to Aboriginals in the white man's language,,,
and therefore he learned Guugu Yimidhirr.

The words yinharrin and nhanharrin mean 'these, this
kind' and 'those, that kind' respectively; they seem to
appear only in Absolutive case,

MORPHOLOGY OF TIME, LOCATION AND NUMBER WORDS

The local cases locative/allative and ablative specify_
both locations involved in the action or state of the verb
of a sentence, and by extension they refer to points in time·
as well. Certain roots occur exclusively with the local
cases, with somewhat special i.nflectional possibilities, to
provide additional locational or temporal qualification.
The most promi.nent examples are the words for the Cardinal
Points, which figure heavily in Guugu Yimidhirr talk about
direction, position or motion. There is a, four-term system
of roots, and their meanings correspond roughly to the
English compass po.i.nts, rotated 15 ° to 20 ° clockw.i.se. (Thus,
for example, while the sun is said to rise nagaaZ-mu-n 'from')
the East', so, too, is Cooktown, which by standard compass
lies southeast of Hopevale, said to be nagaar 'to the East'
by speakers at Hopevale Mission. The general orientation of';
the coastline in the Guugu Yimidh.i.rr area is Sli{Zhtly tilted'
counterclockwise off true North-South; and generally points
down the coast are reckoned naga 'easterly' and points up
the coast guwa 'westerly' . ) Moreover, each 'compass point'
is thought of not as a point but rather as an edge or side:
gunggaarr, for example, means 'on the Northern side' rather
than 'to the North' . The roots are
gW1gga 'Not:th'
dyiba
'South'
'Eaat'
naga
'West'
g,,.,aMorphologically, the f.i.rst two roots behave differeatly from:i
the second two. There is a wide range of locative/allative
forms varying along dimensions of both relative distance and'.
ori.entation:
'a medium distance away M the North side'
dyibaarr 'a medium distance away on t he South aide'
'a medium distance away on the East aide'
,aga�
'a medium distance away on the West side'

_,_
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hl<ffihdhaa?
Nagaa.r.
3sg+NOM where(+LOC) East(+LOC)
Where ia he? In the East.
Nyulu
wanhdhaaZ-ga dhada-y? Nagaa:r.
( 111)
3ag+NOM where-GOAL go-PAST East(+ALL)
Where did he go? To the East.
These are the unmarked terms, indicating some unspecified
distance in the direction shown. To talk about a place or
motion to a place slightly farther away, and certainly out
of sight, one employs the suffix -:tu:
gunggaalu 'away to the North'
dyibaalu 'away to the South'
'away to the East'
,-iu
'away to the West'
And for places rather closer than so far described, Guugu
Yl.midhirr has the following set:
'just to the Not:th, on the North hand'
'just to the South, on the South hand'
'just to the Eaat, on the East hand'
'just to the West, on the West hand'
There are several sets of terms that describe the
Northern, Southern, etc. sides of natural objects - creeks,
rivers, mountai.ns and hills, etc. Guugu Yimidhi.rr ai:rain
distinguishes relati.ve distance. One suffix i s -n.gar't',
although naga- and guwa- also have semi-reduplicated forms
of equivalent meaning:
gunggan.garr
'on the North side, bank, face, etc.'
dyiban. f!a:I''t'
'on the South side, bank, face, etc.'
nagan. gan>/nagana 'on the East aide, bank, face, etc,'
gW"an.garr/gUUJagu 'on the West aide, bank, face, etc.'
The suffix -:lnggurr suggests motion along one particular
side; for example, a path oriented East-West, and located
on the speaker's Northern side might be described as
gunggaaZnggurr 'along the North side'. And so on.
A reduplicated form involvi.ng the first two syllables
of the root denotes motion or position just a short distance
in the indicated direction; Guugu Yimidhirr speakers rout
inely use such words to give innnediate and local directions.
Instead of saying 'There on your right' or 'right behind you'
they ewploy a term like:
'a bit Northwards'
gungga,,,gunggaa'I"I'
dyiba""1yiba.a:rr
'a bit· Southwards'
naga""11a{Ja
'a bit Eastwards'
'a bit Westwat:ds'
Similarly, these roots combine with the inchoative verbal
izers "'mat and "'11!:anaa (in Reflexive form), to form stems
that mean 'move a bit to the ...
These forms are:
(JWl(Jg�Z
dyibaarr,,,,mal
nagalllffl.lZ

-�"'

(109) Yinharl>in bama
binaal-muZ.
these+ABS people+ABS know-PRIV.
These [sorts of} people don't know [about it l
3.4
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There are also several ablative forms, denoting motion

from greater or lesser distances: the suffixes -nun and
-nunganh mean 'motion from a moderate distance in the ... ';

the suffixes - :imun and - : l.munganh mean 'from a long way in

the

...

'.

Two further roots are straightforward locational

qualifiers:

!Ja:nggaaz, 'above (rest at and motion to)'
bada
'below {rest at and motion to)'
The expression Yii wa nggaar 'up here, here above' can mean
'up (in the air) from where I am', or i.t can mean 'up (the

street, the mountain, etc.) from where I am'. (At Hopevale
Mission, the end of the settlement where the church, the
store, and the staff houses stand is w anggaar, and the end
where the Aboriginal community lives is bada.) The ablative

forms of these roots are:
1'Xmf!gaamga:nh/wangg aa:ffl1Wt/wanggaanmmganh/wanggaamun 'f r0111 above'
badaamun 'from below'
However, wanggaamun also means 'on top (of something)'and
'onto':
( 112) Nyu'J.,u yugu
yidha.-t"M,n, nyulu buguu'l-ngay
wan ggaamun
3sg+NOM tree+ABS put-PAST
3sg+NOM antbed-PLU+ABS above+SUPJ?
yidha-l'Pin.
put-PAST
lie put the wood [down], and then he piled antbeds on top
[of the wood].
And there is a further form, wanggaarnggarr, which suggests
moti.on along the top of something, correspondi.ng to
badiimbarr 'below (rest or �otion)'.
( 113) Munda! bubu-wi
badi=badiimbarr gada-y, lllW'lila.l
rest+ABS ground-LOC under-REDUP
come-PAST rest+ABS
wanggaarnggal'!' bubu-wi
gada-y
above
ground-LOC come-PAST
Some came underneath the surface of the ground, and some came
along above the ground !supernatural snakes slllll3ll0ned by
magic}.
A few nouns require locative or ablative inflection to
function as locational qualifiers, but their behaviour l.s
somewhat unlike that of ordinary nouns. The words gana
'underneath', dhagal 'point, front', and Wao)u 'inside, soul,
breath' all take a locative and then combine with an un
suffixed noun in a locational sense:
( 114) Bayan gana-wi
ilha.da-y.
house- bottom-ALL go-PAST
lle went under the house.
( 115) i'lyulu dhagaal-bi
3sg+NOM front-LDC
He's first. He's in front.
( 116) Man>bugan watJU-t.ri
nhin. g aa'lngga-Z.
caveinside-LOC sit+REDUP-NONPAST
He's sitting inside the cave.
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Temporal expressions do not exhibit the same morpholog
ical complexity. A few roots are inherently temporal qual
ifi ers: with no further suffixation they indicate a point in
time, or a span of time. The most common such roots are:
'now, today' (there is an adjective nhilaa 'new')
'yesterday, in the afternoon'
'tomorrow, in the morning'
'long ago'
These roots do not ordinarily take case suffixes, although
they all accept the post-inflectional suffix -:gu (section
3.2.4Lb ] above). (There is also a special form, nhiia"'
ngarraalgu, which means 'nowadays'.) However, the ablative
case, especially with nouns that denote events or other
points in time, does have the sense 'after . , . ' or 'since
.. , ', The deictic ablative form nhamunganh means 'since
then, from that time on . , . '. Some speakers also use the
expressions ngulgu-nganh 'since yesterday' and nhila-nganh
'from now on' , and the curi.ous phrase
(117) ngulgu-uygu bada
yesterday-gu below
day-before-yesterday.
Another time expression in common use at Hopevale is based
on the Coastal word daba 'early, tomorrow'; in reduplicated
form this is pronounced as dabarraba (in underlying form,
daba=daba), to which is added the suffix -:gu:
( 118) NgaZi i.laJ"M daban>aba-aygu budhuim-gu dhada-a
ldu+-NOM very early-gu
very-gu
go-NONPAST
We'll go very very early in the roorning.
And consider:
(119) Mayi-ngayng-gu ngali dhada-a.
food-ABL-gu
ldu+NOM go-NONPAST.
We'll go after eati.ng.
Dura ti.on is expressed in terms of standard units: wudhurr
'night (i.e., 24-hour peri.od)', waarigan 'moon (i.e.,month)',
gunbu 'celebration, dance ( Le, , Christmas celebrat.1.on - the
most important holiday at modern Hopevale - and hence: year)',
( 120) Ngayu wudhiaT gudhii:rra nhin. ga-y
lsg+NOM night+ABS two+ARS sit-PAST
l stayed two nights (i.e., days).
As in many Australian languages, there is only a small
class of numerals, The Absoluti ve forms are:
'one'
'two'
'three or four'
'five, a few'
Of these the first three have been encountered in other case
forms, The root nubuun appears to act like other nominals
with long final syllables: the ergative is n-ubun-it (thowh
some speakers say nubun-inh) as in:
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(121) Nyulu

mdnm-iZ-gu baZga-y.
3sgffiOM one-ERG-gu make-PAST

r
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TABLE 3. 7 - NONPAST, PAST, and IMPk'RATIVE forma
of Guugu Yimidhi:r,r conjugatione

He alone made [it].

As we saw in section 3.2. 3(d l, the roots gudhii:ra and
guunduu inflect for case with the catalytic -mu- between
root and suffix. Often the root-final a of gudhiir:ra is
lost (or very weak) before the catalytic -mu-:
Ergative: gudhiirr(a)-mu-n
Dative : gudhiiI'Z'(a)-m-ay
All of these ntuneral roots also regularly occur with the
post-inflectional -:gu/-:y(!U in a somewhat intensified form.
(122) NyuZ.u dyadyu
yuba-aygu gada-y� baaru
budhuun
3sg+NOM kangaroo-rat+ABS close-gu come-PAST loin+AllS very
gudhiirri-gu but.aan.
dhabi
the loins.
(Notice here that gudhiirra + -:gu/-:ygu yields gudhiirraygu
where the unstressed syllable ay is routinel y reduced to i:,
gudhiir:t<igu.) The standard English translation for guunduu.·
ygu is 'a good few, quite a number'.
A few further expressions also seem to function as nu
meral-like quantifiers, to express large quantities. For
example, although 1.iarrga is an adjective meaning 'big,
large' , the form warrga - aygu usually neans 'many' ( sae (31Jt
Another frequently used word is vidently derived from the '
root n gamu ·�ther' by the addition of gurra (which as an
independent word means 'also') and ->ygu.
( 123) B=gam> winga-adhi dhanaan ngamu=gu:r,rG.-aygu dyuumbi
swallow+PAST
mouth+ABS open-REF+PAST 3pl +ACC many+ABS
!It] opened its mouth, [and] swallowed the ..twle lot of them.
(A supernatural groper fish which swallowed a troupe of
dancers.)
A frequently used ergati ve form of this compound expression·,.
may be seen in:
(124) Ng�i-ing-gu guudyu maa-ni
fish+ABS get-PAST.
many-ERG-gu
Many [people] caught fish !in a fishing contest].
VERBAL MORPHOLOGY

3, 5 .1 TRANSITIVITY AND CONJUGATIONS. Guugu Yimi.dhirr verbs\
are either transitive or intransitive; a transitive verb re··
qui::res an A Noun Phrase and an O NP (though either constit- uent may be deleted in an elliptical construction in dis
course), and an intransitive verb requires a single S NP.
Most transitive verbs also occur with the 'reflexive' suffix,
-:dhi in which case they require either an O NP or an S NP. A few verbs occur on1,y in reflexive form and thus constitut e,
a subclass of intransitive verbs. There are also a few in-
dividual verbs which routinely occur with NPs in other
cases: a Dative beneficiary (e.g., �umaa 'give'), an
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kick+PAST two+ABS-gu
3du+ACC
Kangaroo rat came up close, [and he] kicked them both right in
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Adessive complement (wi.th v erbs of speaking and telling),
or even an Instrumental NP (e.g., the verb milbit 'promise',
which has an A NP (the promiser), an O NP (the person to
whom something is promised), and an Instrumental NP (the
object promised)). But the decisive criteri.on in assigning
transi.tivity class to a verb is the case inflection required
on its noun or pronoun subject. Of a working vocabulary of
1700 roots collected in 1972 and 1977, 216 were verbs. Of
these, 59% were transitive, 31% were intransitive, and a
further 10% were 'reflexive only' - effectively intransitive,
A cross-cutting categorization groups verbs into con
jugations according to their inflectional characteristics.
There are three major conjugations, labelled L, V and R after
their respective NONPAST suffixes. There are also a few
monosyllabic L conjugation verbs, as well as two small and
somewhat irregular MA and NA verbal conjugati.ons, again named
after their respective NONPAST suffixes. These conjugations
can be distinguished by contrasting their NONPAST, PAST and
IMPERATIVE forms, as shown in Table 3.7. Table 3.7 also
shows, 'for the monosyllabic verb roots (monosyllabic L con
jugation roots, and MA and NA conjugation verbs), the stem
form which is the basis for other inflections and derivations.
For example, the purposive suffill!: is -nhu, which combines
directly with the verb stem of L, V or R conjugation verbs.
However, before it can combine with a monosyllabic root a
further formative must be added to create a disyllabic stem;
the MA conjugation root nhaa- 'see' uses the stem form
nhaa-dhi- to combine with the purposive suffix to form
nha a-dhi-nhu. (In the example sentences such a form would
be shown as nhaadhi-nhu and glossed 'see-PURP'.) Table 3.8
shows inflected forms from the vari.ous conjuy.ations.
Except for the NONPAST, PAST and IMP forms, different
infle cti.onal suffixes are alike for all conjugations, with
a few special forms for members of the R con;jugation.
Table 3.9 li.sts the remaining suffixes, and Table 3.10
gives examples of full inflected forms for verbs of the dif
ferent conjugations. In the remainder of this section we
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TABLE 3.8 - Verbat infleation for five aonjugations
NONl'AST

PAS'!
IMPerati.ve
PURPosive

monosyl. L
dhaaba--nga-t

L conj,
gunda-t
gwula-y
gunda-u,
,;unda-nhu

dhaaba--nga-dhi

dhada-y

dhaaba,,,,,iga-la

dha.d-ii

nhu
'ask'

'go'

dha.aba,,,,nga-dhi- dhada-nhu

'hit'

NONPAST
PAST
IMP
PURI'

R conj.
ngaUm-r:r
ngalbu-l'Pin

V conj.
dhada-

MA conj.
nhaa-maa
nhaa-dhi
nhaa-""'4
nhaa-dhi-nhu
'see'

=-"""

w-naa

NA conj.

ngalbu-1'7'U

ngalbu-nhu

--

'shut, close'

maa-naa
maa-ni

,u-naa
wu-na-nhu

'lie, exist'

maa-ni-nhu

'take, get, marry'

TABLE 3.9 - Further verb inflections
Inflection:

Suffix

PURPosive
CONTRF

-nhu

PAS'l'+NEG

CAUTionacy

-,!mugu
-ya

PRECAUTionary

-:ygamu.

SUBordinate 2

-nhun

(contrafactual)

ANTICipatory

SUBordinate 1/
PERFective

-nda

-yigu

-:yg a

Suffix for R conjugation

(if different from not'lllal

suffix}
(sat11e)

(smce)

- : 17'l17U(/U

-: n=baga
-rrigu
-ffln.g(Qf/1./.
-1".l'in.ga
(same)

consider each conjugation in turn with respect to transit
ivity, and inflectional characteristics.
There are 146 members known in the L conjugation and
most are disyllabic. The three known monosyllabic members
of the conjugation have the character of verbalizing forma
tives; they occur only compounded with other (sometimes
semantically opaque) roots to form transitive or intransit
ive verb stems. The monosyllabic L conjugation verbs (or
verbalizing formatives) are: ""111aZ 'inchoative verbalizer',
and two non-productive verbalizers �ngaZ and $baZ, which
occur, for example, in dhaaba=ngaL 'ask' (transitive) and
gada=baZ 'break' {intransitive), (Verb stems are conventio�
ally cited in NONPAST form, to indicate conjugation member
ship.) As with MA and NA conjugation verbs, monosyllabic L,,
con;jugation verbs add a special formative (which is identic�

N
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with the NONPAST suffix) to create a disyllabic stem for
;
further inflection, Hence, with the PAST+NEG suffix - : l.mug�i
the stem form dhaaba=ngadhi- of 'ask' is used, in a sentence'
like:
( 125) Ngayu ahadb=n.gadhi-ilmwJu.

ABSolutive (or NOMinative) subject, but it also allows an
apparent object (usually a word like guugu 'langua ge' or
miZb i 'story'); moreover, the root occurs in 'reflexive'
form.
milbi
biiba
yil'I'ga-y
( 127) Ngadhu
lsg+NOM ask-PAST+NEG
lsg+GEN+ABS father+ABS story+ABS tell-PAST
I didn't ask [hial .
My father told stories.
Notice that, for the purposes of syllable lengthening, a
Y= yirrga-ayi!
(128)
verb like dh aaba=ngat must be considered a compoun d, since a:
2pl+NOM speak-REF+IMP
lengthening suffix like -:lmugu does operate on the final
You (all) have a talk, have a yarn:
syl lable of the stem - that is, the final syllable is treat-'
The
imperative form of a V conjugation verb has ii in
ed as if it were a aeeond syllable. Reflexive forms of mono-·
syllablic L verbs (see 3.5,4 below) use the stem formative l place of the stem-final vowel, In the case of a reduplicat
-dha- in place of -dhi-:
ed l.mperative, it is this i-final stem that reduplicates
(see 3.5.2),
( 126) Nyulu-ugu dhaaba=ngadha-adhi.
There are about fifty R con,jugation verbs in the every
3sg+NOM-gu ask-REF+PAST
working
vocabulary, slightly more than half with stem
day
He asked himself.
final a, and almost all the rest with stem final u. Only R
Most common verbs in Guugu Yimidhirr are disyllable L con- l conjugation verbs have stem-final long vowels (although verbs
jugation members. Some typical examples are baigal 'make, ! from other conjugations sometimes undergo lengthening of the
wash', wagil 'cut', nhin.gal 'sit', and b a:,:,rbiZ 'camp, spend-1 final stem vowel when suffl.xed) and,,,;in fact, a few verbs
the night' , There are also at least two L c onjugation verbs,j have a non-past :form in -iil but otherwi.se behave like R con
jugation and not Z conjugation verbs. (In the everyday lang
with four syllables, although their pattern of lengthening
uage the verbs maariii 'swi.m', miirriii 'tell, show', and
also suggests that they are best treated as (semantically
gayiiZ 'hook, catch with a hook' use regular R conjugation
opaque) compounds: ngurangadaZ 'measure' and guwadyanydyiZ
suffixes, as shown on Tables 3.7 and 3.9; but they have l in
'drown'. All L conjugation verbs have either a or i as fi
place of rr i.n each case.) The everyday R conjugation verbs
nal vowel: 68% have a and the remainder i. These totals
buunydy i:r>r 'gather, heap up' and yidyin• 'get stuck' (as well
include the 'reflexive only' verbs, which occur with the
as two or three avoidance language verbs) have stem-final
special dhi forms discussed in 3.5.4, and all of which have
stem-final a. Excluding these 'reflexi ve-only' verbs there
vowel short i. Between 60% and 70% of the R conjugation
is a strong tendency for L con,jugation verbs to be transit
verbs are transitive; the percentage is slightly higher with
ive: about 80% of the a-final L verbs are transitive, and , u-final than with a-fina1 roots. With the exception of the
l verb yidy a1JurP (or yidyunggurr) 'sneeze' all R-conjugatton
about 66% of the i-final L verbs are transitive.
The V conjugation verbs are so named because their NON--, verbs are disyllabic.
PAST form ends in a long vowel, Of the 13 known V conjugat-l
R conjugation verbs inflect somewhat idiosyncratically:
ion verbs, all have either a or i as final vowel, and three-I the cautionary forms are compounds of the verb stem and a
quarters are intransitive. The intransitive V conjugation · :further formative baga; 'reflexive' forms are compounded
from the verb stem and a reflexive verbalizing suffix (pro
verbs are:
bably
the reflexive form of -ngai) -ngarral (sometimes
b-,,oo (or ba.arrngaa) 'sing out'
-ngadhal).
R conjugation verbs with final a or i and for
biinii 'die'
some speakers with final u form imperattves in -l"ra; for
'fall down'
buUi
other speakers, u-final verbs .form imperatives in -rl"u.
'go, walk'
Verbs in the MA and NA conjugations have monosyllabic
(often pronounced with initial retroflex: rdudaa, or
du<laa
root s but are always inflected so as to produce polysyllabic
MW'daa) 'run'
words. There are only three MA conjugation verbs, one some
'eome'
g,<laa
what irregular (the cited forms show root plus NONPAST suf
nganggaa 'be confused, be unable, not understand'
fix):
i,;uw>ii
'play, dance'
yuuUi
'stand, be standing'
nhaa-maa 'see'
1.iu-maa
'give'
There are three known transitive V conju�ation verbs:
1Jal-maa 'rise, get up, ascend'
dil'I'baa 'abduct'
The imperative is formed wi.th the suffix -waa and reduplica
banydyii 'wait for'
ted forms of the imperative (see 3.5.2) are based on the
maandii 'take, brin,i;'
fully suffixed (disyllable) form.
Finally, the verb y i:,:,rgaa 'speak' is somewhat indeterminate
( 129) Ngailhu wu-lJaa!
between transitive and intransitive: it normally has an
lsg+DAT give-IMP
You give [itl to me!
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(130) Nyundu nhaa-wala!
2sg+NOM see-REDUP+tMP
You keep on looking!

( 131) Wal-a.a!
arise-IMP
Get up! Look out! Ile careful:
(In both (130) and (131) a cluster of i+w reduces to 'l by t�,

general rule disallowing non-nasal sonorants as final elem
ents in clusters; see 2,2.) The PAST forms of MA verbs use
the suffix -dhi (except for the irregular PAST form of wai

maa 'arise' , which is wanydyi); and a form identical to thb;

PAST form is the basis for the other verbal inflections
shown in Table 3.9.
(132} NyuZu

gaari IJXmlfdyi-nhu.

3sg+NOM. NOT

arise-PURP

He won't/doesn't want to get up.
( 133) Ngadhu wudhi-il,imqu.
lsg+DAT give-PAST+NEG
Re didn't give [it] to me.

Similarly, reflexive forms of MA verbs are based on a stem

composed of the monosyllabic root plus the stem formative

-dha (note the parallels with monosyllabic L con,jugation
verbs). Normally, the reflexive forms of wu-ma a 'give' are
based on a stem with a long first syllable: wuu-dha(134) Ngali wuudha-ayi
ldu+NOM give-REF+IMP
Let's trade [things with each other].
(:t 35) Wanhdhal':ru nha:nun.gal nhaadhaaklha-ya?
how
2sg+ADES see+REDUP-REF+NONPAST
How does [it] seem to you?
The NA conjugati on verbs are similarly few in number
and irregular :in form, There are three members: two full j
verbs and one verbalizing formative used in making causative·!
verbs:
wu-naa 'lie down, sleep, e�ist'
ma a-naa 'get, marry'
-ma-naa 'cause.,,'
Again, monosyllabic roots combine with syllabic suffixes to
give full verb forms; the cited forms are NONPAST. For botlrJ
maa-naa and -ma-naa the imperative is formed with -rraa,
whereas wi.th wu-naa the IMP and NONPAST suffixes are the
same.
maa-r:rua, wu-naa!
( 136) Mayi
food+ABS get-IMP lie down-IMP
Get the food, and lie down!
The PAST forms also differ: maa-naa and -ma-naa have the
suffix -ni, whereas the PAST form of wu-naa is wu-nay
'lay down'.
maa-ni, t.o1U-nay,
(137) Ny ulu galg a
3sg+NOM spear+ABS get-PAST lie down+PAST.
lle got {hi.al spear and lay down.
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As with other mo nosyllabic verb roots, further verb inflec
tions (i.e., those Hsted on Table 3·.9) are based on a stem
composed of root plus a further formative. The two verbs
maa-naa and -ma-naa use the stem formative -ni- (identical
to their PAST forms) and wu-naa uses a formative -na-.
( 138) Nyulu dluula-y !JW?a-nhu.
3sg-+NOM go-PAST lie down-PURP
He went to lie down.
(139) Ngayu nambal
maani-il.mugu.
lsg+NOM money+ABS get-PAST+NEG
I didn't get money.
Similarly, both maa-naa and -ma-nll:a have reflexive forms,
based on a stem composed of root plus the stem formative -na-.
( 140) Bu.la
maana-adhi.
3du-+NOM get-REF+PAST
They two got married.
(In a word like maanaadhi in (140) we could divide morphemes
and gloss as follows:
maa-na-adhi
get-STEM FORMATIVE-REF+PAST
to show that the monosyllabic root combines with -na- before
receiving the further suffix -:dhi. For convenience we do
not divide the stem in example sentences; however, the ci
tation form for MA and NA conjugation verbs separates the
root from the NONPAST suffix by a dash to distinguish such
verbs from V conjugation verbs.)
Speakers of Guugu Yimidhirr at Hopevale are making dras
tic changes in the verb system as it has been outlined here.
Most innovati.ons involve regularizing verbal paradigms, For
example, many younger speakers treat the NA conjugation verb
i.u-naa 'lie down' as if it were a regular V conjugation verb
of the form wunaa. This means, for example, that they use,
as imperative form, wu.nii 'lie down:• - a word that makes
older speakers cringe. A more subtle change involves re
interpreting the con.jugation membership of a verb to suit the
statisti.cal tendency for L con.jugation verbs to be transitive
and V con,jugation verbs to be intransitive. Here are two
complementary examples: the verb banydy ii 'wait for' is,
according to older informants, a transiti.ve V conjugation
verb, The correct NONPAST and IMPERATIVE forms are ident
ical, banydy ii, However, many speakers treat this verb as
if i.t were L con,iugation, with forms banydyiZ 'waits' and
banyd y ila 'wait!'. Conversely, the intransitive L conjuga
tion verb biiZiZ 'paddle, row' has the regular imperative
biilila. However, one frequently hears the imperative biilii
'row!', as if the verb were a V conjup:ation verb as befits
its intransitive nature.
Some Coastal speakers from the southern reaches of the
Guugu Yimidhirr area also interpret the MA conjugation verbs
wu-maa 'give' and nhaa-maa 'see' as if they were regular L
conjugation verbs of the form MuclhiZ and nhaadhil; hence one
frequently hears imperatives: nhaadhi la 'look! ' or 1,;udhi la
'give [itl ! '. (Interesti.ngly, the nearest lani;i:uage to the
South, Gugu Yalandji, has just two con,iugations: one with
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non-past in -l (predominantly transitive) and the other with
non-past in -y (predominantly intransitive). These two con
jugations correspond fairly closely to Guugu Yimidhirr L and

v conjugations respectively; many of the members are cognate.
And consider the following Gugu Yalandji forms (from R.
H('rshb!'rger 1964 b: 38):
da.ji-n 'gave'
,Jaji-l 'give'
daya 'give!'

nyaji-n 'saw'
rryaji-Z 'see'
nyaka 'see!'

[In the Hershbergers' orthography the letter J 1s eouivalent
to the Guugu Yimidhirr dy. J Note also the different mor
phological analyses of the forms
yidhamn (G. Yim)
11i,jarrin (G. Yal)
both of which mean 'put (past)'; the Gugu Yalandji form is
the transitive stem yija'X'ri plus past suffix -n. The Guugu
Yimidhirr form is the R conjugation stem yidha- plus the
appropriate past suffix -r'I'in.)
Table 3. 11 summarizes the relationships between transi
tivity and conjugation.
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3.5.2 VERBAL REDUPLICATION. Most inflectional and deri
vational suffi.xes combine with either simple or reduplicated
verb stems. Roughly, a reduplicated verb stem denotes re
peated or continuous action, action in progress, or action
done to excess. Non-past simple forms usually suggest a
future meaning ( 'by and by' is the normal English transla
tion offered), contrast.i.ng with the reduplicated non-past
which suggests a presen t progressive. Such aspectual in
formati.on may imply semantic differences as well; for example,
with the verb gundal. 'hit, kill':
gunda-y
(11m:eduplicated past) 'he killed (it)'
gundaarnda-y {reduplicated past) 'he beat it'
Reduplicated imperative forms suggest 'keep , .. '·
dJuul-ii
'go!'
dhadifr•-i 'keep going! go further:•
A reduplicated verb is constructed by reduplicat.i.ng the
verb stem and attaching the appropr.i.ate suffix. Multisyl
labic verb roots present no part.i.cular difficulties, but
monosyllabic L conjugation verbs and those of the MA and NA
conjugations use the inflected forms shown in Table 3,7 as
the basis of reduplication. Thus, for example, the redup
licated PAST form of wu-maa 'give' is formed from the simple
PAST wudhi by reduplicati.on to yi.eld wudhiitdhi 'was giving,
gave repeatedly'. Similarly, contrast the si.mple PURPosive
form wudhi-nhu (composed of root+stem formative-PURP suffix)
With the reduplicated wudhiil .dhi-nhu ( !root+formati.veJ+REDUP
PURP).
In a somewhat similar way, the reduplicated i.mperative
form of V conjugation verbs is based on the s.i.mple imperative
form, which has a final ii regardless of the fina1 stem vo
wel. Hence, from gadaa 'eom,,' the simple imperat:i.ve is gadii
'come'.' and the reduplicated imperative gadiiri 'keep coming!:'
Only the last two syllables (or the single syllable in
the case of a rr.onosyllabi.c conjugation verb) of a verb stem

.,•
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are involved in reduplication.
have the form:

These last syllables will

(cl v1 CL}[:]) c2 v2 -

1234
56
i
where C and V stand for consonant and vowel, respectively, 1j
stands for a nasal, and L stands for a non-nasal sonorant i
(here, Z, r-, z>r, w, or y). Here are a few sample verb stemd
with the segments numbered:
f
w al' m b a - 'return (trans)'
123456

g u n d a - 'hit'
12 4 S 6

dh ad a - 'go'
1

2 S 6

b a Z g a - 'make'
1 235 6
baawa- 'cook'
l. 2 S 6
nh i n. g a - 'sit'
1 2 4 5 6
dh i nm a - 'knead'
1 2 4 56
y uu Z i - 'stand'
l 2 56
b ii n i 'die'
1 2 S 6
From a stem of the form shown, the reduplicated stem is
med by appending a syllable of the form:

where N' is a homorganic nasal conditioned by the following
consonant (C2), and where the presence or absence of the

I1'

segment N' is conditioned (as the square brackets show) by
the presence or absence of a nasal in segment 4 of the or 1
igi.nal stem. The resulting reduplicated stem will have the i
!
following overall form:

( C 1 v1 (L) [:]
l 2 3 4
Regular phonological rules will apply to this string; for !
example if segment 9 is a non-nasal sonorant (in which case r
segments 3, 4 and 8 will also be empty), it will drop foll
ing the t in segment 7. Furthermore, by the process of re�
troflexization, if segment 9 is an apico-domal stop and seg·
ment 8 is empty, segments 7 and 9 will be replaced by r
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(ld ---- r); and if segment 8 or segment 9 is an apico
doma l nasal, then segment 7 drops and the cluster composed
of segments 8 and 9 (or segment 9 alone, if segment 8 1s
null) are replaced by the corresponding retroflex (Zn ---•I'n;
tnd --- .,. rnd). Finally, the following rule is peculiar to
verb reduplicat ion:
Lengthening Mile: Unless segment 9 (C2) is a member of L {viz.,
t, 1'1', t\ y, or w) lengthen segment 6.
Tbese rules applied to the stems shown above will produce
the following reduplicated forms:
warmbaatmba
'returning'
123456 78910
'hitting'
g u nd aa rn (r)d a
12456 8 9 10
dh ad aa I' a - 'going'
1256910
b a t g aa t g a - 'making'
12356 7910
b aa w a 1, a - 'cooking'
1256910
nh in. g aa t ng g a - 'sitting'
1245678910
dh in m aa i ma - 'kneading'
1 2456 7910
y uu Z i t i - 'standing'
1.256910
b ii n ii n i - 'dying'
1256910
The last three forms also make use of the rule that drops a
consonant that immediately precedes an identical consonant
(C1C1-Ci). (The reader may wish to refer again to 2.5
where some of these phonological processes are discussed,)
This pattern of reduplicati.on applies to all verbs
except those in the R conjugation, A few final remarks will
clarify the pattern. First, the operation of the lengthen
ing rule gives further evidence that verbs formed with the
monosyllabic L conjugation roots (-ngaZ; -mat, and -bat), as
well as the four-syllable L conjugation roots should be
treated as compounds. Reduplicated stems of these verbs have
long vowels in other than the first two syllables, as in the
following examples:
guWadyanydyi-1,
'drown'
guwadyanydyiitnydyi-t 'drowning'
'measure'
ngt.a'(.ll1fladaaro-t
'measuriii.g'
dhaaba=nga-t
'ask'
'asking'
dhaaba=ngaat-nga'l.
gada=ba-Z
'break•
gad=baat-ba-Z
'breaking'

J..
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gada=badhi
gad.a,,,,badhii1Ahi

'broke (=break-PAST) '
'was breaking, kept breaking (=break+REDIJP+PAST) ''

Notice, finally, a few reduplicated forms of MA and NA con
jugation verbs wu-maa 'give' and wu-naa 'lie, exist':
NONPAST, �lma

PAST:
IMP:

=

'giving'
'lying'
'was giving'
'was lying' (wu-naa:ma-y lie-Formative+REDUPf
-PAST)
f
'keep giving' (simple IMP: i.,u-waa;
I
underlying reduplicated form
!,IU-wal-wa which reduces to
wu-wal-a by phonological
rules)
'keep lying' (simple IMP: ?JU-naa)

Reduplicated stem forms have been encountered with the

followi.ng verbal l.n'flections: NONPAST, PAST, It.IT', PURP,
CONTRF, SUB-1, SUB-2. (See Table 3.10 for more examples.)

l

Verbs of the R conjugation reduplicate along three dis-j
tinct patterns. The first two patterns are for stems with ,

no medial nasal, that is for stems of the form:
c1 V1(V 1) (L)
l 2 3 4
(a) The first pattern applies to such stems when C2 is an
apical or laminalstop (i.e., d, dh, or dy ). (In such a case
segment 4 will either be null or y.) The reduplicated stem
is formed by deleting segment 7 (if any) - ·that is, by short,
ening a long second vowel - and adding a syllable of the
form C2 Vz to create a stem:
cl vl (Vl) (y) c2 v2 c2 v2 For example:
baydya 'cover'
baydyadya 'covering'
yidhadha 'putting'
yidha ' -p11t'
miidadamiidaa� 'lift'
'lifting'
(b) The Second pattern appHes to stems of the form shown
e:tJcept when segment 5 (Cz) is d, dh, or dy; and, indeed, for
some speakers this pattern applies even to such stems, givi�!
alternate reduplicated forms different from those produced
by pattern (a). To the shortened unreduplicated stem, this
pattern adds segments rrc v 2, to create a stem:
2
cl vl (V2) (L) c2 v2 rr c2 v2
1

2

:1

4

5 6

7 8 9

The cluster at segments 7 and 8 will reduce, by deleting seg
ment 8, if it is a member of L ( in accordance with general
phonolo�ical rules). If segment 8 is not deleted by this
rule, then, by a lengthening rule for reduplication segment
6 is lengthened. Hence,
daga-rr 'grow'
dagaarrga-n> 'growing'
buybu-= 'coax'
buybutaTbu-l'l' 'coaxing'
dhul.Ul:'1'U-I'1' 'scrubbing'
dhul.u-I'1' 'scrub'

i

I
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For t hose R conjugation verbs which actually end in -iiZ.
the same reduplication pattern applies, except that the in
serted syllable has l in place of rr:
mUrrii-t 'tell, show'
miirri-U-l 'telling, showing'
gayii-l 'hook'
gayiti-Z. 'hooking'
A minority of speakers apply pattern (b) even to stems that
have d� dh, or dy as C z . This g ives such forms as:
baydya-rr 'cover'
baydyaarrdya-1'1.' 'covering' etc.
(c) The last pattern applies to R conjugation stems with a
medial nasal - occurring either alone or in a cluster. That
is, pattern (c) operates on stems of the form
c1v 1(V 1)N v 2(v 2) c 1v1{V 1) N c2v 2(v 2)

To such stems, with second syllables shortened, one adds a
syllable
nNVz in the first case, or
nC 2V in the second.
2
Thus the reduplicated stem will always have the following
shape:
c1 v1 cv1) (N) c 2 v2 n c 2 v2 1

2

3

4

5

6

7 8 9

{In the single case that segment 8 is n the cluster at seg
ments 7 and 8 will be reduced to a single n.) Here are some
e,i;amples:
dhamba-l'l' 'throw'
dhambanba-1"1'
'throwing'
dhartggu-rr 'scratch'
dhanggu.n.gu-I'1' 'scratching'
gariba-F!'
'jump'
garibanba-1"1'
'jumping'
gaa:nydya-F!' 'crawl'
gaa:nydyandya-l"l' 'craw ling•
miimuu-I'1' 'gather'
'gathering'
mi-inrunmu-1'1'
nhanga-1'1.' 'shake'
nhangannga-I'1' 'shaking'
waanuu-l:'l' 'sneak, spy on' �u-,rr
'sneaking, spying'
?ne knowledgeable speaker of Guugu Yimidhirr reports
that in the Northern parts of the area, in the old days, an
imperative was formed by redupHcating a verb stem - the ex
lll;IPles have all been drawn from Land V conjugation verbs Wttho�t �engthening the penultimate syllable. Hence an
archaic imperative of batga-Z 'make' was b a t.gal.gal. (Cont
rast the reduplicated non-past form baZ.gaa Z. g at 'making'.)

3.5.3 VERBAL INFLECTION. Tables 3.7 and 3.9 list verbal in
flections for all conjugations. Here we examine each form
in turn.
[a] NONPAST. This inflection, shown in the citation form
�f.each verb, refers t o a non-past action or state, Ordin
rily, on a reduplicated stem NONPAST suggests present on
going ac tion, whereas on a simple stem it· implies
future
action, action 'by and by'.

_y
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ngayu yi-way nhin.ga-t.
bwiaaru-t
mayi
lsg-l'NOM food+ABS eat+REDUP-NONPAST lag+NOM here-LOC sit-NONPAST

(141) Ng ayu

f

[b] PAST. L, V and some NA conjugation verbs all have -y to
mark past tense; as suggested in 2.5(4), after a stem-final
i this suffix is deleted. In modern speech the PAST suffix ,
for R conjugation verbs is -rrin although some older peoples•!
f
speech suggests that the proper earlier form was -rrinh.
dhamba-rrin.
( 142) Baah.ibay ngarr-aa yar?>a gw,;a
bone'<ABS skin+ABS yonder West+ALL throw-PAST
I'm eating food [and] I'll stay here,

[Shel threw the skin and bone [sl off to the West yonder.

( c} IMP. A more appropriate label for this inflection
might be 'desiderative', as the form can be used in any person - not just as a second person imperative. It frequently
occurs together with the independent particle guuna 'may it
be so, let'; the same inflection cooccurs with the negative
particle gaari 'not' to form a negative command. (See (48)
and (59).)
(143) Guurr.a dhad-ii nyulu!
go-IM!'
let
Let hil!l go!

3sg+NOM

( 144) Gaari, mii:rrii-Za, di.bi-la!

leave-IMP
tell-IMP
Don't tell {him}, leave {him, it] alone !i.e., forget it].

,
I

I

l
\
!

I

f

I
PURP. A purposive verb form can act as the main verb
of a clause, in place of tense or imperative, indicating an I
intention or a desire; more frequently, purposive inflection marks a verb subordinate to a main verb (of ,wanting, order
ing, intending, etc.). The suffix is -nhu for all verbs.
(See (132) and (138),)
gaangga baga-nhu.
dhada-a
(145) Nga.ti wadhin
NOT

[dJ

ldu+NOM hunting(+PURP?) go-NONPAST yam+ABS dig-PURl'
'We two will go hunting to dig so!ille yams.

(146) Yii

ngadhu-um-i

biiba--bJ'i

budhii"l nhl<WIKUZ!m:i-nhu.

this+A:BS lsg-l{IBN-mu-DAT father-DAT nose+A:BS smell+REDUP-l'Ul.U'
This is my father's nose (for him! to S!illell with.

With many verbs there is the possibility with Purposive in
flection to form a continuative/repetitive aspect stem with
out reduplication, merely by len�thening the penultimate
syllable. Thus, for example, the verb nhuumaalmanhu in tile
previous example could be rendered nhuumaanhu. Similarly
with other conjugations:
dhamba:nba-nhu
dhambc:rr 'throw'

-

nhaa-dhiitdhi-nhu
nhaa-dhii-nhu
[e] CONTRF. The suffix -nda frequently appears in a con
trary-to-fact conditional statement, although it can appear
in a single clause suggesting that the action portrayed is,
whether possible or impossible, not about to happen; or to
talk about unrealized possibility or plain impossibility.
(See (100), (101) and (108).)
nhaa-maa 'see'

( 147) Nyundu nhaay-un. buda-nda
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nyundu gaga=buZi-nda.

2sg-+NOM that+ABS eat-CONTRF 2sg-+NOM siek�fall-CONl'RF
If you had eaten that, you would have gotten sick,

(f] P�ST+r;'EG: In preference to using the negative particle
gaar1,. not with
the past tense of an unreduplicated verb
Guugu Yimidhirr speakers employ the special past negative'
ending -:Zmug�. The suffix is probably related to the nomi
nal PRIV suffix -mul; in very slow speech, older speakers
pronounce the suffix a� if it were -:Zmulgu - a not altoget
her surprising collapsing of negative verbal and nominal
categories. See (125), (133) and (139).
{g] CAUT. K. Hale (1976c:239) describes an 'admonitive'
verba; inflecti_on_ for Djaabugay, and Dixon ( 1977: 349-357)
de�cribes for Yidiny a ?lass of 'apprehensional construc tions•
which serve to warn, discourage, and dissuade, Guugu
Yimidhirr has fairly developed morphology to express such
ideas· The Cautionary inflection utters a caution: some
thing (undesirable) might (and in fact is very likely to)
happen ( see ( 47)).
( 148) Wat-aa
baduJa,
gayii-t=baga!
arise-IMP fishhook+AllS snag-DER..CAUT
Watch out, your hook will get snagged!

[h J ANTIC. This l.nflectional form expresses a warning that
somethl.ng undesir�ble is on the verge of happening; it is
usually coupled with a suggestion about what to do before the
undesirable event occurs.
(149) Nyundu dituia.al-gu ifyanydyi-la narra&una-y igu
2sg+NOM quiek-EMPH bathe-IMP shiver-ANTIC
Have a bogey quickly, hefore you [start to] shiver.

The anticipatory form is also used in a subordinate clause
�ntroduced by the independent particle magu 'before'. (SUB-2
inflection, described in paragraph fkJ below, also occurs in
such con texts.}
( 150) Magu nyundu dhaiia-yigu I dhada-nhun qi
ngadhu yidha-rra.
before 2sg+NOM go-ANTIC
go-SU:B2
food+AflS lsg+DAT put-IMP
Before you go, put some food [out} for 111e,
PRECAUT. Unlike the Cautionary form of a verb which

[i]
suggests that something undesirable might and is likely to
happen, the Precautionary form advises one's interlocutor to
take action so that an undesirable consequence should not
happen - iest it should happen. The precautionary
form has
a more negative flavour than the cautionary (and the
syllable -mu of the -:gamu suffix may again be relatedfinal
to
tile privative suffix -mul).
(151) Nyulu gurrma
bubu-unh dw;ga-y ngalgaZ
3ag-+NOM earth--OVen+ABS earth-INST bury-PAST smoke:+ABS

wanydyi-igamu.

arise-PRECAUT
lie covered the_ earth oven with dirt, lest smoke rise {frOIII. it].
(A ll!an tried to hide the fact that he was eookil)g something
in an earth oven.)
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Mul.ban.gu gaPf'ba-la gad=bailhi-igamu!
firmly

hold-IMP

break-PRECAUT

I

Hold {itl tightly lest it break:

(j] SUB-1, PERF. An identical form, with normal suffix
-:yga, can have three distinct functions. First, �t may in.
dicate perfective actio n on an independent verb; this deviee
is particularly frequent in stories, when long sequences of 1
verbs will bear perfective inflection to show that the events took place long ago, Perfective inflection may also
indicate that some action or state was the consequence of
some earlier action or actions (see the text at the end of
this grammar),
( 153) Dhana ngalan-bi dhadaaro-yga minha-angu muta-angu
ngul.gu-ngtilgu, mayi
dhailaa:t-a-yga, gaclaara-yga
go.+tl.EDUP-PERF eome+REDUP-PERF afternoon
food+ABS
bafJ./Qa-ayga.

3pl+NOM sun-LOC

go+REDUP-PERF meat-PURP

honey-PURP

cook-PERF
They would go out after meat in the day, go out after honey,
then come [back] in the afternoon, and cook the food, (A
mythical account of a large ceremonial party long ago,)

( 154) Nyutu

dhanaan.gat guugu

biini-iga

3sgffiOM 3pl+ADES

miin-ii-Un, bama

word+ABS tell-PAST

nyutu

man+ABS 3sg+NOM

die-PERF
He told them the word [i.e., the Gospel], and then [finally] he
died. (This sentence was offered to smnmadze the life's
work of the first missionary at Hopevale.)

Second, an identical suffix marks a subordinate clause
which expresses the cause of an action or state described in
the main independent verb.
(155) Nyu.T.u yiniil-dhi"!'l' duda-y nhangu dyiirat gudhiirra-mu-n
11
baa.Ja-ayga

3sg+NOM fear-COM+ABS run-PAST 3sg+ACC wife-

two-mu-ERG

cook-SUBl
He ran away in fear, because his two wives burned him. (A
mythological character whose wives lured him up a tree to
which they then set fire.)

gaangga
( 156) Nyulu dhada-y gun ggaaZu l1hangu gWlda -nhu nhangu
3sgffiOM go-PAST North+ALL 3sg+ACC kill-PURP 3sg+GEN+ABS yam+ABS
baga-ayga

dig-SUBl
He went Northwards to kill him, because he had dug up his yam.

Finally, this suffix marks a subordinate verb that denotes
action simultaneous with the action of the main verb.
(157) NyuZu gaangga nhaa-dhi dhudaan-bi i.nmaama-yga
3sg.+NOM yam+AllS see-PAST road-LOC
He saw a yam lying on the road.

1ie+REDU1'-SUB1

The suffix -:yga added to a stem with final a and greater
than two syllables often produces a final sequence -ayga in
which the unstressed -ay reduces to i {see 2.4). Thus a
word like wunaarnayga is frequently pronounced wunaarniga,
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TABLE 3.12 - VerbaZ deriva�iona

-

l}erivational function:

Suffix or for m:

Suffix or form for
R conjugation:

REDuP {3.5.2)
Continuing o:r
repetitive action

Stem reduplication

R conjug,ation stem
reduplication

DER

'Derived form'
(3,5 .5)

-:y- -:Z

REF+PAST

-:i!hi

REF.+NONPAST

REF+IMP

REF stem fo=

-.'l"l"

'derived form' plus
appropriate form of
ngarrat or

"{!adhaZ

-:ya
-:yi
-:dhi-

"
"
"

and so on, Sections 4.4.2 and 4.4.3 below discuss in more
detail the subordinate structures that emply SUB-1 verbal
inflection.
[k] SUB-2: -nhun. Thus suffix also marks a subordinate
verb whose action is simultaneous with the action of the
main verb; but whereas the -:yga SUB-1 suffix generally at
taches to a verb whose subject is the O NP of the main verb,
the subordinating suffix -nhun attaches to a verb whose sub
ject is the same as the Sor A NP of the main verb. This in
flection occurs in sentences of the form: 'While X did
he also did ... ', or 'When X ••• , then X will .• , '.
(158) Dubi-Za, l'lf!ali baaz>u=nguundu. gada-nhun dagu
y1,1,
maandi-i.

leave-IMP ldu+NOM loin=hither

come-SU1l2

thing+ABS this+ABS

tske-NONPAST.
Leave it; when we come back we'll get this thing.

'I'be suffix -nhun also occurs with
(see (150) above). And, like the
-nhun can occur with a lengthened
reduplicated form:
dhadaara-nhun - dhada-anhun
Subordinate structures with -nhun
tail in 4,4.3 below.

the particle magu 'before'
PURP suffix -nhu, SUB-2
verb stem equivalent to a
are considered in more de

3.5.4 REFLEXIVE FORMS. We have already met one important
derivational process involving verbs: verbal reduplication
is a process which derives from one verb stem another dif
ferent verb stem that denotes continuative aspect {3.5.2).
'!'here is another important derivational process with verbs,

I

/
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TABLE 3 .13 - Deri11ed forms for the five conjugations

REDUP-NONPAST
DER
REF+PAST
REF+J:lONPAST
REF+IMP
REF-PURP

L conj.

,

gwul,-ay
gunda-adhi
gwula-aya
gunda-ayi
gunda-adhi-nhu

monsyl. L conj,
dhaaba=nga lnga- l

dhaaba--ngadha-adhi
dhaaba-,ngadha-aya
Jhaal;,a.,,,uJadha-ayi
dhaaba""l1{jadha-adhi

-MU

MA conj.
R conj.
ni>aamaa'=
REDUP-NONPAST ngalbu=bu-n>
DER
ngal.bu-WT
ngaZbUUP%""1!(lafl'a REF+PAST
-adhi
REF+NONPAST
nga Umun=igarra-aya
REF+IMP
ngalbu�arra-ayi
ngalbuU1.'1'=F!garra REF-PURP
nhaa-dha-adhi-nhu
-adhi-nhu

V conj,

dhana-ay

NA conj,

maana-adhi

�-a
maana-ayi

maana-adhi-nhu

f

I

jI

with extensive syntactic ramifications, that produces from
a simple or reduplicated verb stem a dif:rerent stem that we I
here label, for convenience, 'reflexive' (abbreviated REF)
- although the functions of the derived form include more !
than the label might imply. (See 4.3 for some further de
tails.) Table 3.12 summarizes verbal deri,vations; and Table!
3 .13 exemplifies the derivational suffixes. In this section.
we discuss the form of the reflexive stem, and in the next
section we consider the remaining derivation'al processes,
There are three portmanteau suffixes which combine with
a simple or reduplicated verb stem to form the PAST, NONPAS'f
or IMP reflexive forms, Thus, a reflexive verb in the past
tense will be realized by the suffix. -:dhi; (82), (91),(123),
(126), and (140) exhibit the realization of this morpheme
string REF+PAST. Similarly, the sequence REF+IMP requires
the suffix -:yi (see (128) and (134)); and the sequence REF+
NONPAST uses the suffix -:ya (see (135)).
(159) Nywidu �"lga �-aya?
2sg.+NOM when
return-REF+NONPAST
l,hen will you return?
( The verb wa armba Z 'return, send back' is, in non-reflexive
form, transitive.)
{160) G(JIJ.'f'{. r,;agi-iyi!
NOT cut-REF+IMP
Don't cut yourself:
Other verbal inflections are added to the stem formed by c
bining the simple or reduplicated verb stem with -:dhi (whi
thus acts both as the REF+PAST portmanteau and as the refl el•
ive stem-forming affix).
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�-adhi-lmugu.
(161) Nyutu gunggaaZu dhamba-:noin$ i.xmgi
Jsg.+NOM North+ALL throw-PAST boomerang+ABS return-REF-PAST+NEG
He threw !the boomerang] to the North, and tile boomerang didn't
return,
Generally only transitive verbs (and not all of those) form
ref lexive stems (although some intransitive stems do as well
_ see (128)). And only L conjugation stems form reflexives
freely - that is, without recourse to a special stem pecu
liar to reflexive form, The reflexive forms of �A and NA
conjugation verbs are:
REF Stem
REF+NONPAST
REF+IMP
("'REF+PAST)
'see'
nhaa-dha-adhi
nhaa-dha-ayi
nhaa-dha-aya
'give'
tJUU-dha-adhi
tJUU- dha-aya
i,nru-dha-ayi
'get'
maa-na-adhi
maa-na-aya
maa-na-ayi
'CAUS'
"1/la-na-adhi
"'1!1a-na-aya
=ma-na-ayi.
purposes
of
reduplication,
these
verbs
use
the
bare root
For
plus the stem formative shown: nhaa-dha- reduplicates to
nhaa-dhaa ldha- as in
(162) NyuZ u-ugu nhaa-dhaat.dha-ya
gi'laadha-1,J{
3sgffiOM-gu look-REDUP-REF+NONPAST glass-LOC
He is looking at himself in the glass.
Most V conjugation stems do not form reflexives. Those
that do are:
'to be eonfused, 'llflctnfl{la-adhi 'be totally incompetent,
ete.'
unable to do anything'
di't7'baa 'abduct'
diP!'ba-adhi 'run off'
yirrga-adhi 'have a conversation,
yi:rrgaa 'speak'
come to an agreement'
Reflexive forms of R conjugation verbs are based on
what appears to be the reflexive form of a semantically opa
que L conjugation stem ngarra-, this appended to the
'DERIVED' form of the verb stem itself (see next section).
(163) NiJUZ:u
ba ydya-arr=ngarro-adhi bubu-unh
3sg+NOM cover-DER"' REF-PAST
dirt-INST
lie covered hilllSelf with dirt. {I.e., he buried himself in
the dirt.)
The hypothetical nga:r:ra- combines with the derived form of
the verb much as the monosyllabic L conjugatl.on roots combine
to form compound verbs: its second syllable undergoes leng
thening like an independent word. In fact, the form ngarra
al ternates, for many speakers, with another formative whi.ch
is probably the reflexive form of the monosyllabicL verb
�ngal :' combined with the derived form of an R conjugation
stem, this alternate form acts like a hypothetical L conjug
ation stem ngadha-. Compare the verbs in the :rollowing two
sentences:
( 164) Dhana gaZ ga-id dhaaba,,.ngadhaalrlha-dhi.
Jpl"NOM spear-DAT ask+REDUP-REF+PAST
They were asking each other for spears.

----

,,,,_
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( 165) Ngayu

gadi'l
yidha-arr,,,,ngadhaa'ldlw.-dhi.
lsg.+NOM n(lllle+ABS put-DER=REF+REDUP-PAST

I was putting my [ownJ name down [e.g. , on a list].

Like MA conjugation verbs, the monosyllabic -nga7, uses the

stem-forming suffix -dha- before combining with reflexive

suffixes; this appears to be the origin of the hypothetica l
ngadha- used with R conjugation reflexive forms. Notice her e
that while -ngat uses the stem form nga-dhi- for non-reflex
ive verb inflection, it has a final a in place of the final
i in reflexive forms.
The substitution of a stem-final a for a stem-final i
is a common feature of reflexive stem formation with other
L conjugation verbs as well, First, there are about thirty
L conjugation verbs that are onl y inflected in reflexive
form. All of these verbs have stem final a, none stem fin al
i. For example, the root daga- 'sit, be seated' has no
'active' forms: daga-i, daga-y, daga-nhu and the like do
not occur, Instead the reflexive forms, wi.th all inflectio
exist:
( 166) Gaa-ii daga-adhi-nhu miil,u-&Ji.
come-IMP sit-REF-PURI' shade-LOC
Come to sit in the shade!
Other common reflexive-only L conjugation roots are badha
, be finished' , buurngga- 'enter' dumba- 'be frightened',
and madha- 'climb' . All these verbs are syntactically in
transitive; they occur with Absolutive noun subjects and
Nominative pronoun subjects.
Some L conjugation verbs with stem final i keep the i
in forming· reflexives. One example, with the verb �agil,
'cut', is in (160), The next sentence uses ·the verb munggit
'beat'
(167) Dhana yarrbaarga munggiUnggi-dhi
Jpl+NOM severely beat+REDUP-REF+PAST
They had a big brawl [Le., beat each other severely].
However, several L conjugati.on verbs with stem final i form
reflexives only with stem final a. For example, the verb
dhuuril 'eject', forms a reflexive stem with a:
( 16 8 ) llh'Uflidhugi gwidil dhuuro-adhi,
chicken+Al!S egg+Al!S eject-REF+PAST.
'I'he chicken laid an egg. {Literally, the chicken ejected its
own egg: egg is evidently an inalienably possessed noun
here.)
Such considerations suggest that many of the 'reflexive
only' verbs are actually forms of active L conjugation v1:1rts
with stem final i - perhaps wi.th some extensions of mean1ng
as well. (For example, daga-adhi 'be seated' may be related
to dag il, 'erect, build'; muurra-adhi 'hesitate, be unwil
ling' to muurrit 'refuse, forbid', etc.) It is, in fact,
often the case that reflexive verbs have meanings that ex
tend beyond a simple reflexive (or reciprocal) sense of the
active form: maa-naa 'get', maa-na-adhi 'be married, get
married',
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3,5.5 FURTHER VERBAL DERIVATIONS. Table 3.12 ·shows one
form so far not discussed, labelled the DER or 'derived'
form, which combines with a variety of further forms: nomi
naliz ers, causative verbalizers, etc. We have already seen
that the reflexive forms of R conjugation verbs are composed
of the ' derived' from of the root, plus an inflected form of
a further reflexive stem ngarra- or ngadha-. Similarly, the
CAUT form of an R conjugation verb (see Table 3.9 and (148))
uses the derived form of the root plus the otherwise opaque
deri vational parti.cle baga.
The parti.cle baga producti.vely combines with the deriv
ed form of a verb to produce an adjecti. ve-like word meaning
'a person in the habit of ... , a person likely to ... , or who
frequently... , or who is liable to ••. ', Frequently the con
struction is of the form:
NP TransVerb"'l)aga
where the NP is in the Absolutive case, acting as the O NP
of the Transitive Verb stem. For example:
( 169) Nyuiu ga1,ga bal,ga-al=foga
Jsg+NOM spear make-DE!P'baga
He is a spear maker; or: he is always making spears.
(170) Milbi- miil"t'ii-t=baga nhayun.
story tell-DER=baga that+ABS
That one is a gossip; or: that one is always telling stories;
or: that one is liable to tell stories [so watch out!].
Such examples suggest the naturalness of using the construe
tion with b aga to express the cautionary form of R conjugation verbs.
(171) Dud-ii, nhina lJJ'Uf!U-w=baga-aygu nyu1,u?
run-IMP 2sg+ACC follow-DER=cAUT-gu Jsg+NOM
Run, he is liable to follow you!
Many intransitive verbs, in the derived form, combine
with the NA conjugation causative verbalizer "91/a-naa to form
a transitive causative stem. This is true of intransitive
roots from all conjugations, and also for 'reflexive-only' L
conjugation verbs which are all functionally intransitive.
In the last case, the 'Derived' form is based on the bare
root, and not on the reflexive stem, of the verb. For ex
ample, for the reflexive-only root daga- 'be seated', the
derived form is daga-ay; combined with the causative verba
lizer this yields the form d agaay=ma-naa 'seat, cause to be
sitting':
(172) Nyulu
bidha
dagaay""1a-ni ru:umJaai,..b i
3sg+NOM child+ABS sit=CAUS-PAST rock-LOC
She sat the child down on a rock.
(The causative :rorm dagaay,,,ma-naa 'cause to be seated' dif
fers slightly in meaning from the transitive dagil, which can
mean 'set, build, plant, erect'. The difference seems to be
related to the fact that the normal object of dagi1, will be
an inanimate object; whereas the normal object of the causa
tive dagaay,,,ma-naa will be the same as the normal subject of
daga-adhi, i.e., a person who is sitting,)
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